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The work category' Is most popular In the universe. If we 
thlak over Botany, we get every plant in the nature belongs to a 
specific category according to i t s shape and colour. In the chem-
istryt each element l i e s in a certain category due to soae special 
properties in the periodic table* Matheoatically* the collection 
of different families of Huiaan kind with saapping relation as 
marriage from one family to another family, can be ccxisidered as 
a category. In this way» the whole nature can be divided in to 
different categories* 
The idea of categories and fixoetors f i r s t time was intro-
duced by Silenberg and Maelane [19] in X9'*Z and further in 194^ in 
his paper [16] • The piii3>ose of these notions was to provide a 
technique for dearifying certain concepts suoh as natural equiva-
lances and natural isomozphisms. After this Maelane* Cartan, 
BuchsbauM, Preyd, Mitchell etc, introduced more genez^ized ideas 
in this field. 
The present dissertation entitled "A study of complete-
categories'^ which i s a more interesting branch of categozy tneor/ 
in Modem Algebz^, i s submitted to achieve the partial requirements 
of H.Phil program of A.M.U. Aligarh. 
This dissertation cooiprises four cmpters ccmsisting of 
various sections. Each chapter contains a brief introduction in 
the starting and a short references in the last . Oefinitions* 
remarks* examples and pz^opositions are numbered chaptarwise and 
( i t i ) 
sectionwise botht e,g* ProposiUcm X.2.(3) implies the 3rd 
proposition of the secticm 2nd of Ci:^tar I s t . Definition 2.3*('») 
indicates tne dual of the definition 2«3*(^)* In the starting of 
tne dissertat ion, a l i s t of symbols and a table of contents i s 
given and in the «id a complete bibliography coi the topic i s 
provided. 
In the f i r s t chapter, we have discussed the preliminary 
concepts in the category theory as categories , functors and natural 
trans forma tlOTiS with several exaoiples. Basic structural categories 
l i k e dual category* ft<^ categoiy, quotient category and morph-
category has be«i also discussed. The ccmcept of the different 
types of other functors as forgetful functor. HOB-functor, fa i thf J1 
fanctor« with embedding are defined here. Lastly* natured equiva-
lences and natural isMiorphism i s mentioned with few examples. 
In the 2nd chapter, the properties of the special objects 
and morphisms as i n i t i a l * terminal and zero object with mono-
morphism, epimorphism, isomorphism, retraction and coretraction 
are defined. Some remarics and results on equalizers, kernels, 
pull back, push out, cones, GP3 and GPO cat^ory^ Product, sum, 
intersect ion, union and images are discussed here. 
Third chapter deals the properties of the structural 
categories and functors, e .g . additive categoxy and ad i i t ive 
functor, exact category and exact functor, normal catagory, balan-
ced categoxy, abelian category, functor category and most of the 
results cm them. The idea of the reflect ions and adjoint functors 
(iv) 
also dlscosBed tasre on tte pattam originaIXy introduced by 
Kan, D.M. [33] in i958« 
The fourth chapter i s the uiain part of the dissartation 
which ccntains f i / e sections. Section 1 and 2 cover the prope]>-
t ies of the roots of the functors. Section 3 and h describes 
the l ia i ty ooXioit, projective and inductive l imit and their 
related results* In the laat section we have given the equisra-
lent criteria of the coetplete categories and different idnds of the 
results on th»B. 
( V) 
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SPiSClAL OBJECTS AND MORPiUSi«lS 
Specia l aorphleae and sub c^;}ect8 
Terainalt I n i t i a l t zero and Integra l objects 
Pro jec t ive o b j e c t s , I n j e c t i v e o b j e c t s . Generators 
ami Cogmerators 
Equalizers and icemols 
Pullbaeks and poshouts 
Product and Sum 
Intersect icm and union 
Images and inverse images 
SOME STRXTURAL CATaCOfilSS AND FUNCTORS 
Addit ive c a t e g o r i e s and l i n e a r c a t e g o r i e s 
Balanced Categories and Normal Categories 
Exact sequences and exact cat<^ories 
Abelian ca tegor i e s 
Functor c a t e g o r i e s 
Ref lect ions and Adjoint functors 
CQMPLg3!S CATSGORIgS 
Roots of the fiKictors 
Construction of Roots 
Diagrams and Limits 
Inductive arui Project ive Liioits 
Squivalent c r i t e r i a s of complete c a t e g o r i e s 
Pa^e 
























j ^ , ^ , (5^^^-&."- I G«noral categories 
A,B,C»D,X»Y,... I Objocts of c a t ^ o r l e s 
(P • I ^1 I Class of objects of category 'g 
Xt?,y$t,Of(^,spft,Sth, t Moxphisffls of categories 
M - [ A . B L m Hoa [A,B1 ; Set of morphisas froa A to B la"^ 
ae Horn [ A , B ] t a laorphisa from A to B in "(^^ 
K^  : Dual category of category jf, 
^ « Bas and ^f-Top t Category of se t s and category of 
topological 8pac«a resp. 
HtiB Bjnd Top^ t Category of se ts and topological spaces 
* with base points resp. 
•4 and ji^ I Category of a l l groups and category of 
<y' abelian groups 
Rl and uHod (Hodj.) t Categoiy of rings and category of 
aiodules 
M and yf I Honoidal category and abelian categoiy reap. 
Morph V^ : Category of morphisms of j ^ 
( g l A) and (A 4 ^ ) » Category of above and below object (cooafta 
categoiy) 
F,G,H,R,S,TfU»V,,.« I Goieral fmctors 
f^^ [A,-] ,H.« C-»A3 : Covariant and contravariant Hom-f unctors 
(resp.) 
Hom^[A,F(X)] : Covariant functor for any object F(X) o f g 
[f(X)] (a) : An elem«it of Hom^LA,F(X)] for each mt M 
Funct [ %^ l - [ 6>-8 1 * Category of functors from g t o ^ 
^ ^ "^  t Unique morphisms and natural transformations 
7 s T »S t natural adjinction between adjoint functors 
^ T and S, 
P-TlAi and S • • Ai 
® 
Squ(i>,^) or ker (a-3) 
Ker(iX) and la(di) 






A^  and I. 
A:A-* A and viI^-^A 
if:. 7 iGl ?tj 
B 
eXaas of natural transformation F to T 
Catagorlcal product and sun (reap.) of 
objects {Ai}j 
Tensor product 
Squallzer (dlff.lcor) of the morphlsois 
a and 3 
Kernel of aorphlsmcx and Itoage of 
aorpMaa «• 
union and intdz>sectlon 
Left and right cones with vertex A and 
base object Bf., 
GjPB with vertex P of the right cone 
[Bi.3i ,A] 
OPO with vertex a of the l e f t cone 
Generalised pollbacic of the right cone 
iB i .3 i ,A] j 
Generalized pushout of the l e f t cone 
[A,r^, ^i^I* 
Product and sum (reap) of the fasaily 
A^  - A , V i £ I . 
Diagonal and codiagonal norphisffls (resp.) 
diagonal functors 
Coordinate oorphism for i t h projection 
pj^  and Jtfc. injection Uj. 
^aluaticm functor at A. 
Reflecticm of B in g , 
Jiagraa schsiae of t r ip l e (XfM,d} 
Product scheme 
Diagrat&s 
Class of a l l diagrasas in {^ over Z 
i^tPl}j^£ J 1 Compatible family for D. 
l i a 0. Urn 0. 
——*-> and < — i . t Direct l imit and inverse l imit of D 
i e I i £ I (reap.) 
p^i P-^ D^ and <;^ sP-—>P : i th projection and sath projection 
iP^ i^P -^  F(x; and : Canonical projections 
K»L(Rf . . . I Constant functors 
C H A P T S R I 
FUWQAHSNTAL COttCSPTS 
XotroduDtion t In t h i s chaptor* the funda^oental concepts of the 
witK 
catigory theory are glven^few examples. Definition of the category 
i s giv«n in both ways, with objects and without objects. Xne 
aieaentflury idea of the some structures of tne category are also 
discussed, such as dual category, sub category» quotient category, 
product category and c(»ama category. Different types of the 
functors as covariant functors, contravariant functors, Hoo^functors, 
forgetful functors, faithful functors with embeddings are defined 
here. Basic idea of the bifunctor and functors of several variables 
are a lso introduced, the notion of the natural equivalences and 
nature transforoiaticas including natural transfozroation of sov^aral 
variables has been discussed. Credit goes to Ellenberg, ""• and 
MacLane, S. who have introduced tnese fundamental concepts ia tneir 
paper '^General tiiaory of natural equivalences'' Trans. A.M.5. 33 
(19^6), 2^-29^. Mostly definit ions aro taken out from Mitchell 
[ 48 ] and Schubert [ 66 ] e tc . 
DefiiUtion 1 .1 . (1) [ 5 6 ] A category ^ consists of the follo*fing 
data I 
(I) a c lass I ^ 1 of objects A,i3,C, . . . 
( I I ) for each ordered pair of objects ( A , B ; of ^ a (possibly 
empty) set [A,Bj^ called tne se t of morphisms from A to B. 
IP 
(III) for each ordered tr ip le ( A , B , C ) of objects of g a map 
[a,cJ^xU.Bj^ > CA.C]^ 
Caiitd coapQgition of morpfatsos. If 3€. [fl»C] , otCiAtB] than 
tba linage of the pair ( 3 , wc) i e designated by 3>x (read 3 following 
a> t occasionally we also vr i t e 3o«. These dai;a are s'^Ject to 
the following axioous t 
Axloa 1 t The se t [ A , 3 ] are palrwlse d i s jo int . 
Axliw 2 8 Associativity of coaposltlon : I f T3 and 3oi are botn 
defined, th«a (73)ix > i\^!x) iiolds and hence parantheses are not 
needed, 
A|Xlom 3 : Ident i t ies : for eacn object A there Is an Identity 
1^£ [ A . A ] ^ for which 
1^ « • a and 31^ - 3 
holds whenever the l e f t side i s defined. 
Notations : (1) wnen there Is no danger of confusion, we shall 
write [A,aJ m place of [A.f l j^. 
(2> <x€tA.flj Is usually indicated by x. : A » B or A '^  » B. 
A Is cal led the domain (soorce) and a the codc^ialn (rar^ec) of 
« . 
Reaiarics 1 .1 . (1) Axiom 1 means that a oiorphlsm uniquely determines 
I t s domain and codomaln. 
(2) The c lass of a l l morphls^as of '^ Is dtfioted by 
Mor g - U [A.BJg 
<A.B)€ j g l x j g l 
(3) Ibe l d « i t l t y morphlsin I . i s ualqu«Iy deteroiined b / the 
object A« For l e t 1 . and T be ident i ty morpbisms for A. Then 
by axioois 3» 1^ ^ « ^^'^A * A^* Conversely, A i s determined by 1^ 
because tbe se ts of morphisms are pairwise d i s jo int . 
(^) Jsing reoaric (3)* S.T. iu has defined categozy by the following: 
A category ^ consists of a c lass K of eleaients cal led 
0bJects and a regular seaiigroupoid M of elements cal led morphisms 
together with a b i ject ive function 
i : K > 3- ( 4 ) 
from the c lass K of objects on to the suds c lass ) of ident i -
U e s of M , 
(because of th i s b i ject ion, regular se:aigroupoids are called 
abstipact categories) . 
(S>) Jsing reoiarlc (3)« one can define categories without loentioning 
objects* replacing them by their identi ty morphism. 
Definition 1.1.C2J (Non objective Aporoachj [4d ] 
A category can be defined as a c lass together with a binary 
operation on ^ , cal led coiapositioi^ which i s not always defined 
( that i s , a functicoi froa a sub c las s ot M x A toM ) . The 
image of the pair ( 4 , J I ) under tnis operation i s denoted by 3^ 
( i f defined). An element B ^ M is cal led an identity i f eoc a .x 
and ^e « 3 whenever the cofflpositions are defined, ^e assuoie the 
following axioos. 
Axiom ( 1 ) . I f e ither (ti3)a or rO^i) i s defined, then the other 
i s dcfinad and tn«y are equal* 
Axioa (2) I It 73 and ^x are defined anA 3 i s an ident i ty , taen 
T;x i e defined* 
Axiom (3) : Given a e At » there are ident i t i e s e, and ej^  in M 
sjcn that e,a and aen are defined (and hence equal a). 
Axion C4) : For any pair of ident i t i e s e^ and e^, the c lass 
[xeAil ie^ a)ej^ i s defined} i s a se t , 
Reaark 1 . 1 . ( 6 ) . If the c lass of objects j*ig| i s a set tnan tne 
category wi l l be called a satall category. 
Proposition 1 .1 . (1) Jefinit ion 1 ,1 , (2) can be associated witn the 
def init ion 1.1 . (1) of category. 
Proof s We index the c lass of ident i t i e s in yif by a c lass j ^ . | , 
denoting the identity corresponding to A £ i ^ j by 1^. Now i f 
ix e M , ttiaa there can be only one identity s jch that xl^ i s 
defined. For, i f l'.^ l8 aiiother then, we have xl\ - (*1 )l', , 
A A .« A 
and 80 by axioa (1) the coiiposition 1A1'\ i s defined. Since 
both are ident i t i e s then we must have 1 . » X\ . Toe unique 
A e i ?^  j 8«JCh that txl. i s defined, i s called the doaiain of x, 
Si:ailarly, the unique B& { g j such tfiat l^a i s defined, i s 
cal led the codoaain of a, Wu denote by [A, 3] the ciasf^ of meiabers 
of >4f with ioiaain A and codomain B, Then [A,d] i s a ?et by 
axioji ( 4 ) , and by axioa ( i ) y i ^ i s the dis jo int union J [ A . B J , 
Proposition 1,1 , (2) [56 j Two aorpnisar can be co;apo8ad i f and 
only i f the codoaain of the f i r s t i s the saaie as the doaain of the 
second and cooposition of 
A > B > C 
i s denoted by A ^^^ > C. 
D«fii|ltioa 1>1»(3) : A category i s cabled eapty category 0 » I f 
i t contains no objact and nence no ^orphlsm, ( [ 5 6 ] , p.3;« 
Definition l « i . ( 4 i i A category i s cal led discrete i f mery aorphism 
i s an identity morpbism Cl^^l* P* 3)* 
Remartts X«i»(7) :2irery discrete category i s detenained by i t s c lass 
of objects ( [ 45 ] , p. IX). 
(a> iyery sat X i s the set of objects of a discrete category 
(Just add one identi ty tnoryhisai x > x for eacici x £ X). 
Dif init ioa I.I.C:?) A cat^ory with only one identity aap i s ca l led 
a monoid ( [ 20 ] , p . n ) , 
RM>arte 1 .1 . (9) A monoid i s a category witn one object. Sacn 
ioonoid i s thus deterioined by the c lass of a i l i t s morptiisms, by 
the identity saorphisa and lay tne rule for tne cooipositio i of 
morphisms. Since any two oiorphisias have a coi^osit ion, then a 
nonoid joay be described as a c lass Ai with a binary operation 
M X M—> M wiiich i s associat ive and has an identity elanent. 
( [ 45 ] . p . U } . 
Definition 1 .1 . C6j A category in which each se i ['^ •^ l conti ios 
atmost one eleaent i s cal led a pre ordered c l a s s . .Va write 
A v< B for LA.BJ ^ 0. 
ReaiarH 1.1.(10) If [A»B] J IB,A] alwayp contains ataost one element, 
we speaK of a weak ordering, wnereas i f LA,a] J LB»AJ contains 
exactly one elem^at^ ttia ordering i s strong ( s t r i c t ) . ([5b ],k), 
; l i ) ^ra orders include partial orders (pre orders with the added 
axiom that A^ B and 3 >,< A ioply A « B) and l inear orders (partial 
orders such that, given A and B» ei ther A >$ B or B v^  A). ([45 ] p . l l ) . 
Jefinit ion 1 .1 . (7) ( [AS ] , p-5^) from the given two catagories^ 
and ^ we constroct a new category ^ * 5^ * *^ ®'^ *^^  * ^ product 
of ^ and g . a s follows : 
An object of J^ x ^ i s a pair (B»C) of objects 3 of ^ and C 
of g , a aorphism (B,C) > (a' ,C' ) of ^ x g i s a pair (« .3) 
of fflorphisms OL I B > B*^  and 3 : C > c' and the compoeiuion 
of two such moxphisas 
( B . c ) - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( a ' , c ) ^<'^ '> > (B\C") 
i s defined in tenos of the coiq>osition in ^ and ^ by 
( f ' f g ' ) O Cf,g) « ( f ' o f, g o g ) . 
Sxanples Cl.l.ClJ The category Ens whose class of bobjects is 
the class of all sets whare [AfB] is tha class of all functions 
Ens 
from A to ii, i s cal led tiie category of seta (Ey,s )• I t i s not 
saa l l . 
(2) The category FTIC^  of sets with base point i s the category 
whose objects ai*e ordered pair (A,a) wi era A i s a set and ae A, 
A morpnism from (A,a) to (B»b> i s a function a from A to 3 such 
that ata) > b* 
(3) the category Top of a l l topological spaces where the 
iBorpiilsmfi froa space A to space B are tixs continuous functions 
from A to B« 
(4) Xiie category Tojb of a l l topoiogical spaces i s the category 
whose objects are ordered pair (A,a) where A i s a topolotf.icai 
space and a€ A i s a fixed point. A morphism from (A,a) to (a ,b; 
i s a continuous function from A to B such that aCa) • b, 
(5) iSvery monoid Csroup) M constitutes a category with M as 
i t s only object and with the elements of At as i t s morphlsms. 
Th9 products of morphisms are sefined by the multiplication In /^ • 
I t i s a small category* 
C6) The category "^ of groups consists of a l l groups as i t s 
objects and a l l homomorphisms (from a grov;^ to a group) as i t s 
morphisns* the products of morphisms are defined by cot^positK^ 
ai3 • 3oa I A > C where a : A > 3 anti ^ : B > C, 
(7) The category ^ of abelian groups whose objects are abelian 
groins and morphisms are honicxnorphlsui£ bcitween them. 
(d) The category Afoo^ .-^  of modules over R consis ts of a l l modules 
over R as i t s objects and tmir hoaK>aorphisms as i t s morpnisiiis* 
The product of morphisms are defined by the coou>osition as in 
e>p (6>, I f R i s tne ring Z of a l l integers then Modj^ i s cal led 
Che category ePH> of abelian groups. 
(9) Pri>duct of two groups may be considered as a product 
categoiy ( [45 J, p . 36). 
Definition 1 .1 . (d) ' v [ 4 S ] , p. 3 ) . A category g / is a sub-
3 
u) IS'I c i g i 
category of | ^ a categorjr^un ler the following cmdlt lons : 
Cil) [A,B] c [A.flJ for a i l (A.B)£^' x >^ ' 
(111) The coaposltlon of any two morphlsos In "Co I s tue same as 
the ir coiaposltlon In ^ . 
( iv ) 1^ I s the saae In ^ ' as In % for a U ka^\ 
If further [A,d] ^ - [A,a] for a l l C A , B ) £ "g'X g ' wa say toat 
j ^ ' I s a fu l l sub category of g, • 
Reaaiii 1«1>(12) A fu l l auh category Is coiUpletaly deicermined by 
I t s objects wnlch can be specified arbitrari ly ( [ ^^Ji P* ^)* 
Definition 1*1.(^) ( [ 4S ] , p .^) . i-et jg be a category ani for 
each (A,a; £ ^ X g suppose that [ A , B ] IE divided Into 
equivalence classes* Denoting the eqolvalence c la s s of a by [at], 
further suppc^e thai; whenever [a] « [dt^] we have ^t:x\ • [fa''] and 
[aig] • [x'g] whffli the coaiposltlon laaiid sense. Tnen we can fora a 
new cat-'gory ^' cal led thtj quotient catagoxy of "g with respect 
to tne given equivalence relat ion. The objects of '^' are tne 
saae as the objects of V^  and the se t cf aorphtsaxs [ A , 3 J i s 
defined as the se t of equivalence c lasses of CA»31 . cou;5)ositlon 
i s defined by the rule L3]Lot] « L?a(]. 
Definition 1.1.(10) [ 45 ] ( Duality principle an^ i dual category) 
( l ) Given a category V^  , a new category Y^'^ % called the doal 
category of g , , i s obtained in the following otanner : 
(1) The objt^ts of the category ^ * coincide with the objects of 
thM cat«gozy 'g , in oth»r words j g I - j S I • 
( t t j The sat of aorpWLsm Ham ^ CA»B] i s i i « n U c a l with Horn [B,AJ, 
G Co 
i . e . l A . B ] ^ - LB,A] 
( i i i ) The coopositioa 3^ in g,^ ia defined as the coaposition st? 
in "^ . In otiier words, the composiUon aap Horn LA.B] X Horn ^ 
[fl,C] > Hon [ApCl^is defined as follows t 
I f aeaom [A,B] and 4^Hoa [B.C], then jJoa - aio3. 
(2). ti^ I f a statement p i s true for category *g , then there i s 
a dual statement p^ wi l l be true for "(^^ 
( i i ) If the assunptione on ^ used to prove p hold also i n ^ ' ^ 
x.hea. p ^ i s true for ^ . 
(14) I t wi l l be convenient to rapresant an object A& ^ by A 
and a aorphisffl a e'Q by ot when i t i s considerad as an object 
and atorphisa of t i e dual category \^^ • 
(1^) Duality principle i s the procedure of r^vjrsing the 
derections. 
(16) The property of being an identity map i s se l f -dual . 
Sxaaoles 1 .1 . (10) The f i n i t e sets deteraine a f u l l sob category 
of fins. 
(11) The catagoxy of abelian grot^ps determine a fu l l sub category 
of a l l gro^p8• Similarly, tnere i s tne fu l l Siib category of free 
gro^p8, e tc . 
10 
(12) Ttie cateigory of topological spaces azid hcMMomorphlsais 
iormB a s ^ category of Top. 
C13) By restr ict ing tha objects to spaces with additional 
properties l i k e Hausdorffness» regularity* compactness etc*, one 
obtains fu l l siA> categories of the category Top* 
(14) ;3\rery category ^ contains a discrete B\Jta category contain-
ing a l l the objects of ^ • 
(15) Let a I A > a be a morphism In "g such that A »fc a j then 
A and B are the objects and 1 . , 1^ and a; are the oorphlsais of a 
sub category of ^ . 
(16) I f ^ I s an abellan group or a coomutatlva ring then ^ 
and y^ (ure the same. 
(17) I f ^ I s (the category associated with) an ordered aet, 
then ^ ^ I s the dually ordered se t ( 4 I s replaced by >/). The 
saaie holds for pre ordering. 
Qeflnltlop 1.1.(11) (t 6 3 ] , p , 9 ) . (Moiyh ^ ) 
For any category )^ • there Is a category Morph ^ t cal led the 
category of aorplMsms of ^ , defined as follows : 
(I) The objects of k4orph ^ are tr ip le ts (A,B at) where a » A—> B 
be a ioozvhlsa In 'g, . 
( II) A oorphlsa from ths t r i p l e t (A,a a) to the t r i p l e t (A.fl.i) 




Tha identity atorpMsa correspon(iing to the triplet (A,B,a) i s 
denoted by (i^, I3) and the composition defined by the cotaponent-
wise* 
DefiniUon l.i.CX2) v[n ] . p. 35); ( S | A) (The category of 
objects above A) i For a fixed object A in the category g; we 
can construct a new category ( {^| A) as follows : 
(i> The objects of C ^ j A) are pairs (ii,aij where B £ g, and 
vx t fl > A be a iaorphism in g , 
Cii; A morphism f i (a,a) > U ,« ) in ( ^ j A), i s a morphisa 
f X B > B' in g, such that the diagram. 
Br 
Coiiuaates, 
This category i s due to Grotnendieek who cal ls ( (2? J. A) the 
category of objects above A. Dually« 
DefiniUon 1.1.(12J (£11 ] , p. 39) j (A J,^) (The category of 
objects below A) : For a fixed object A in the category ^ wa 
can construct a category (A j ^ ) as follows : 
( i ) The objects of (A | g ^ a*"® pairs (a,3) where B £ ^ and 
4 I A—> B be a mozphism in 'g . 
Ui) A morphism f » (-i,B) ^^^XAJp, is a morphism f : B — > B' 
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Reaartt 1«1.(17) The catagorles ( g>| A) and (A ],g ) ara also 
Icnown as comaa categories* 
i»2 FuQCtors t 
Definition X,Zm(L) Let i^ and ^ be categories . A functor 
T » g —» ^, mora exactly, a covarlant functor i s a aap of objects 
and aorphlsiBS. I t assigns to each object A 6 I ^ ) an object 
X ( A ) 6 l^ \ and to each moiphism at t A—> 3 a morphisia T(i) : 
A A) > AB) in such a way taat 
(I) T( V . l^^^j 
( I I ) T(3a) - r(i3) X(at) j (provided ^a I s defined in g ) 
Thus a functor preserves I d ^ i t i t i e s and the composition of loorphlsms. 
^ f l n l t l o n 1 .2 . (1) A contravariant functor T : ^ > 0 assigns 
to each object A ^ i ^ i en object r(A) £ | ^ | and to each aorphism 
a : A > B, a laorphlso 1(a) i r(B) > T(A) in sufch a way that 
(I ) T(l^) . l ^ ^ j 
(II) Xt3a) • r(a) r(p), (provided 3« Is defined in g ). 
Thus a contravariant functor reverses the direction of the aorphisas 
while preserving identities and coaposition. In particaiar» 
•^ A B* ^^'^^ > LT(B),T(A;]^ 
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Raaaric l . J . ( l ) The uoquallflad term ^'functor'^ wi l l usually mean 
oovarlant functor. 
(2) li ^ 18 tna empty categoxy, then there i e exactly one 
functor (J > ^  • the "ejupty functor^ This l e anaiogouo to the 
otaps of the empty se t s in sxie C[5& ] * p*7). 
j^xaaples 1.2.CI) I f j j and ^ are groups (or monoids) regarded 
as catagones with one object, then functors T : ^ — > 0 are 
toe same as homomoxvhlsms. 
(2) The covariant fuactor I ; g > g^ sjch that 1(A) - A for 
a i l A £ t^ and 1 (a) « a for a l l morphlsms a in ^ ie cal led the 
ident i ty functor on g , , 
(3) Let jg and ^ be arbitrary categories and x £ | g j . Tnen 
a functor T defined by r(A) • X for a l l A fe. j g j and r(a) - Ij^ 
for a l l morphlsms a in ' g , i s cal led a constant figictor, denoted 
(4) Xhe contravariant functor I : g > g'*' such that r(A) - A* 
for a l l AC ) ^ and T(a) • at^for a i l morphlsms * In g i s ca l led 
the duality functor on g . 
(5) A functor F t^ >^'^ which assli^ns to each group 0 in ^ 
to se t G in Bm and each groMp hoiaomorphiso a i G > G' in ^ 
to function a s G > o' in ETUJ , i s cal led a forgetful functor. 
(o) I f g ' i s a sud> category of g, , then the covariant functor 
a l l morphlsms a in ^ / , i s collad the inclusion functor of ^ in ^ 
Ik 
(7) If S i s a quotitnt category of g, , tJaen the covarlant 
functor P I 'C? > S « « h that £»(A) - A for a l l A 4 g, and 
P(a) « [a] for a l l aorphlaae a in "g, le called the projection-
functor of g, onto '^1 
(8) Let g he any category and A e S^ be a fixed object of ^ » 
we have a covariant functor rP i S > n^a* called the covarlant 
Hoa^fuoctor witn respect to A. S:q>licitly, i f B €. ^ then H^ B^) • 
[A,a] and i f a I B > C then H'^ CCI) : CA,B] > [A,C] i s given 
by the rule 4-i^ (a)(|3) « a3, defined by 
[(A,a)] [A-2—> B] • A-^—> B-^^-^ C£CA,C) 
If J^  i s a category with zero then H^  can be regarded as a functor 
with values in Bne^  by defining H ^ B ; - ( [ A . B ] , O ^ ) . 
(9) A C<«travariant-HoaHfunctoy H. « fj > iSns for a fixed 
object A of ^ , i s defined by a^(B) <* [BtAJ and .i^(aK3) • U 
for 4 : B > C and 3 eLC.Aj, i . e . (C,A) -^ ^^ ^^  > (B.A) i s defined 
by 1(JI,A)] ( C - L ^ A) - B—*-T> C — ^ A € (B,A) . 
In the case where JJ has a zero, H (^B) • ([B,AJ, o^ ^^ ). 
UO) Let 'g, • pMod and l e t X be a fixed right R-aaoiule. The 
rule TU) - X <^  A, !(«) - 1^ ^ ®j^  a (l^ ^ i s the identity map of X) 
i s a functor. ([ 56 ] p.6). 
(11). Consider the category Moc/^  of aodules over H where R is an 
coofflutative ring with unity* A function 
T : Mx>d^ X^oo/^ >Moci^ 
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which assigns •aeh pair (A»B) of modules inMcx^ xMoc/^ ^ to thair 
tensor product A ® 3 inModi^ and aach pair of morp^sats (f,g)wh8ZB 
f t A —> A' and g t B — > B' to their tensor product 
f ® g : A (» 3 > A 9 BinModj^ detenainas a futtctor which i s 
covariant in both the variables. 
(12) , The function Horn i Mod ^^ xMcc^ > Mod^ 
which assigns aach pair (A,B) of H-aodvaLta LaModj^ xMocl^ to the 
module Horn CAfB) (module of homoaorphisois from module A into 
module B) in Mod^, and each pair (f»g) of mor^hisas f t A—>A^ 
A« g t 3 > B' to a homomorphism 
HOB ( f , g ) J Horn (A,B) > Horn (A', B ' ) in MoA^ 
determines a functor which i s contravaJriant in the f i r s t variable 
and covariant in the second variable. 
(13) . Identity functors and constant functors are covariant 
functors. 
i>efinitions X»2ei2) A functor r i *& —> ^ i s cal led on isomor-
phism i f there i s a functor S i^ > Ig, sach that ST - 1 and 
T S . l ^ . 
(3 ) . A functor I t g >3 i s caUed faithful i f the induced 
maps 
^A.B » »^ A.B]^  > [T(A).T(B)]^ (1) 
are inject iva for avary pair (A,B) £ [^j x j ^ j . 
X i s cal led fu l l i f (i> i s always surjective and r i s cal led fully-
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faithful i f a) iB always bijactive. ( [ 5 6 ] , p, 24). 
(4) , A faithful functor which takes dintinct objects into 
dietinct objects,is called an eabodding. ([^8 ] , p. ^2). 
Raaark 1.2^(3) A faithful or fully faithful functor may map two 
diffareat objects into the saxae one. Tha iiiap j ^ | > | 2^) j 
and Morg, > Mor^ which are iefined by A > T(A) and 
a > TCot) need not be injective. For a faithful functor, 
I S I —^ 1°^  I i» injective i f and only i f Mor ig^-^ f^ orc^  i s 
injective. ^[5G], p.25). 
(4) . For an ead>edding £ »g, >^ the objects r(A) and tha 
oorphisms r(a() form a sub category of ^ which i s full whan T i s 
ful l . 
(5). In general, tha object f(A) andjmorphisa T(vX) do not coristi-
tute a sub category* as snowri by a coimt«?r example : 
g : A -^ —^> B , C -2--> D 
00 » X ^ > If , Y—S—> 2 and X ^ > 2 where h . gf 
^^ has four Identity morphisias and two others, n axKi 3. ,^ has 
three id«it i ty morphisos and three others } f,g and h with h • gf. 
T t g, > eg i s defined by XCa) • f and r(3) - g. 
T(3) TCa) i s not in the iiaage of T. Here T i s faithful, but not 
eoibedding.(C 56 j , p. 23)* 
Proposition 1.2.CI) i*et T : g > ^ be a fully faithful functor. 
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I f 01 t A > B b9 in ^ than TCa) i s an isonorphlsm i f and only 
i f a i8 an ieoaorpniaa. ( [ 5 6 ] , p, 29)• 
Proof t Lat T(a) t r(A) > T(B) ba an isomoxphlsia whose inverse 
i s f* Since T i s fu l ly faithful* there i s exactly (me morphisa 
^ : B > A such that T(3) - f. Then i t follows that r(3a) -
fT(a) • l-rJ^^ which iop l i e s 3^ 1 <• 1A» again because T i s ful ly 
fa i thful . Sioiiiarly we find that ci3 • 1Q> ^O that tx i s an isomor-
phisffl whose inverse i s »^ The converse i s true for arbitrary 
functors. 
QefiniUon 1 .2 . (5) t CCoaposiUon of Fuoctors)^ ( [ ^8 ], p. 30) . 
Let T t sA > ^ and S t i> > g be two funccors. We define 
the coayDosiUon SI i S^ > f^p by the role SX(A) « TATCA)) and 
Sita) m s u ( a i ) ) . 
Rinarlt 1 .2 . (6) t I f T and S are both covariant or contravariant 
then ST i s covariant* whereas i f an® i s covariant and the other 
i s c<Mitravariant« then ST i s contravariant. 
Jsf in i t ion 1 .2 . (6) CBilunctor). ( [ 56 ] , p.lO) 
A (ioubly covariant) bifunctor i s a functor whose dooialn i s the 
product of two categories. I f T i J2^xj^ —> & i s a bifunctor, 
we denote the imageofof (A,a) and ( f , g ) in g, by T(A,B) and T( f ,g) 
respectively. I f f ' f i s delined i n ^ and g g in j ^ , then 
T ( f % g-^ g) - TCf ,g ' ) T ( f . g j . 
Raaartt 1 .2 . (7) I f R iSi > g? and S j ^ > ^ are functors, 
then ( f , g ) > (R(f) , sCg)) determines the bifunctor R x StS^>^^-^,.^ 
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DTiniUon 1>2.(7) CFmiDtors of Several variables) ([^S ], p.33) 
Consider n>l categories o^^^, <S^ 2* *** *^n* ^ * ^ ^•^ ^ ^ *** 
a partition of the int^ers between 1 and n. A functor of n 
variables 
T xJ>^^ x^2% . . . J^^ > ^ 
Covariant in tne i t h variable for i& I and contravariant in the 
Jth variable for J e J i s defined as follows : 
To each n-^^pia of objects (A^ ,^ A^ t . . . » K^) with k^e «^^ for 
1 >^  i >$ n, there i s assigned an object. T(A-|^ . A^ t •••> A )^ inj^ . 
Furthenu>re, to each x^ti4>le of morphisms (oi-|.*^2' '*' n^^  where 
* i * L^ ^ ^ ^* ^" **^i *^**' ^^ ^ *°*^ *J *^1 —^ ^1 ®^ '^^  ' ^ l 
for J ^  J» there is assigned a morphism 
*^ *^1»*2»**» *n^ * TCAj^ tA^ , ...» Ajj) > Xti^,A2,..., A^ )^ 
in ^ • If '''^  • 3^ fli^ for i€ I and 7A • ** 3* for J ^  J» thwi we 
require that T(T^, r^ * ••• V • ^ ^ ^1* ^ 2' •"» V ^ ^^l' *2' 
.«., «^) and if a^ • l. for 1 s< i >$ n, then we require that 
X C*X» *2* •••• **n^  *** ^ ** identity aorphism on T (Aj^ , Ag, ..., A^). 
If n • 2 we call T a bifunctor and if n • 3 we call T a trifunctor. 
Reaarks 1.2. (8) i-et k be an integer between 1 and n and Ai £ r5^ ^ 
for i fk k. Then we have the single variable functor 
'•fCAj^t Agf •.. \«x» » \^V *"* ^n^ *^k. ^ ^ 
which gives the objact A e ^^^ the value T^ Aj^ , A^, . . . , AJ^ _^ ,^ 
A» A|^ ^* •••» AJQ) and the morphism ct in the vedue 
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T ( A , , ••.> Ajj^, a, \^2,» •••» "Si^ * virhcjreaB we nave written Ai 
Xn place of 1 . for 1 ^ k. Sucb a functor i s cal led a partial 
functor of one variable for X. LVAOVISQ we coaLd iefine virious 
partial functors of several variables forlT by fixing corresponding 
sub se t of the Variables. 
(9) I f T i s contravariant in the f i r s t variable, then T can be 
considered as a covariant functor of a sixigla variable fx*0B che 
I * prod\ict category ^' ^ x o^2 -
(10) . I t i s observed that the preservacion properties of T as a 
functor of several variables in general d i f fer from the pr<dsirva-
tion properties of X as a functor of s ingle variable. Always, 
preservation properties of I i s refarred to the prosorvawion property 
of T as a functor of s evex^ variables . 
1«3 Natural Transforoiations t 
DefiniUon 1«3.(1J ilAs], p.59) s i-et S,T i ^ > .^ be 
covariant functors, tfe suppose that for evexy object A e l ^ w e 
have a aorphisn Y) . : S(A) > T(A) in ^ such that for every 








i s coiasutative. Then we c a l l on a natural transformations from 
S to r and we write on t s > f. I f y)^ i s an isomorphism for 
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each A e ^ th«n r[ le cali«d a natural egaivaleace. In tnls 
cass w« have a natural equival^ice 'r?'" : r > S defined by 
we have a coaposition T^^  j S > U defined by ( (^ )^ « f ^  '^ l^ . 
For any functor r we have the Identity transformations l .^: T —> T 
such that (i-p)^ • ^S{k) ^°^ '^''•^  A £ <^, If ^» S > r wnere 
£, T 1,^ > j^ and J t ^  > ig, Is any functor, then wa have 
a natural transfonaatlon U t| s us > ur defined by (U>])^ -
JC-?!^ ) for aU A £^. Similarly If V i£j > ^ then T|V : SV—> 
TV Is given by C ^V)Q • ^V(D^ for a l l D£^, 
Remark 1.3.(1) It -V i S —> T be a natural equivalence, than 
there Is a natural equivalence rj t T—> S defined by 
(t)j,' (%r\ 
(2) Two functors S and r are called Isomorphic to each other If 
there are natural transfoxuatlons nn t S —> T and -n t T —> S 
for which 7) 71 m Ig and 7^ 7 " ^x ***'^ *** 
?^ B1F^ fT 1>3.(1) Consider the functor J- x^ > ^ which 
carries each group G ^ ~5^  to Ics Inner-autoiaorpriism gro^p ^ (G) 
in -^ and each morptaism « : G > G^  to the corresponding hoao-
laorphism ^ ( a ) : o?(G) —> O ? ( G ' ) . 
Since for each G ^^> G Si Q^(G). Xhoa we define a natural trans-
forttation 9i t I —> ^ froa the Identity functor I »^—> 
to e? toy taking -^ ^ i G W o^(G), for a l l G ^^. 
(2) Identity functor and the seecmd dual functor on f inite-
diaensional vector spaces are naturally equivalent. 
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C3) For th» category of groups there Is a natural transformation 
of the idsa t l ty functor in to the functor ^^al>elianize'\ I t 
assigns to every group 0 the ''natural 'projection G > ^. 
( Q ' i s the cooautator sub group of Q). 
pefiiiition 1«5>(2) i (Natural transforaation between functions 
of sayeral^variables ) i*et 5,£ t cpf^ x ^^ x . . . x ^ ^ ^ ^ b e two 
functors of n variables and lUJ i s a part i t ion of the se t {i,2$ 
• • . , n) and suppose tbac both functors ar^ covariant in the i t h 
varlaisle for every i& I and contravariant in the Jth variable for 
wery J 6 J. A natural transformation v t B —> T be a function 
which takes each n~tuple of objects to a aorphism in :^  such that 
(i> for each n-tuple (A) * {AJ^, A2> • • • • A^) there i s a 
fflorphisa 
\A) * ^^ ^^  ^ ^^^^ ^" 
( i i ) for each n-tuple a • {*^, a.f •••> x ) of aorphi 
* i * H — ^ ^1 » ^ ^ ^ * ^ *j * Aj-H>^J,j^  the diagram 
S(a) 
Bias 
Si, A) • > S(A) 
TCA) -^ T(A) coouButes. 
References 
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spaciAL oaJscTs AND MORKCSMS 
This eloaptar daals the propertlos of certain spacial objects 
such as terminal, Ini t ia l , zero and Integral objects. Some special 
fflorphlsias also dlsouussed as numooorphlsa* eplmorpnism, Isomorphism, 
retractlcm and coretractlon etc. We iiave Introduced the concepts 
of equaliser and kernel, pull baeic and pushout, l e f t cone and 
right cone, GPB-cone and GPO--caae, GFB-^at^ory and GPO-category, 
Product and sum. Intersection and union. Images and colaagas etc, 
2*1 Special morphlsms and 8ub»ob.1ects 
Definition 2.1»(1) : A morphlsm a In the category }^^ Is called a 
aoQomorphlam If for al l pairs (f ,g) of g 
af •• ixg •> f • g 
I . e . A * > fl i s . a monomorphlsm Iff the every pair C-^ —> A and 
C-iL> A such that C - ^ A — ^ B - C — ^ A — ^ B implies f - g. 
Remarks 2.1.(1) A monoaoxphlsm Is a^'left concellable^^ morphlsm. 
(2; . If a s A—> B i s a mcmomorphlsa In/^ th«a a Is also a mono-
morphlsm In mfexy Bvb category of ^ containing a. However, a 
morphlsm may be a monomorphlsm In a sids-category without being 
a monomorphlsm In <^  . ^)oreover, I t i s not necessarily true that 
i f a i s a monomorphlsm in g , then [aj i s a monomorphlsm in a 
quotient category of g • ([45 ] , p.5) 
Definition 2.1.(1) : A morphlsm a in ^ Is called an eplmorphlsm 
If «*ls a monomorphlsm in g * , I . e . i f fa - ga -> f • g holds 
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in g . la othar words, A * > 3 i s an epiaorphism i f f tba 
w « i y pair B - ^ C and a — ^ C such toat A — ^ B -^-^ C -
A - ^ fl ^ > C implies f • g, 
RamartL 2>l .(3i dimorphisms are'Vight cancallabie." 
(4 ) , HonoBorphisas and eplmoxvhisms arQ dual. 
(5)« I f a I A > B i s an apiaor»>hi6a in ^ thsn a i s also 
an epioorphism in every sub category of ^ c(»taining a. 
Definitions 2 .1 . (3) two monoaorphisms A-, > B and A^^ > B 
are equivaltfit i f there are maps A^^ > Ag and Ag > Aj^  such 
that 
B and 3 Commutes. 
*2 
(4 ) . Two epimorphisms B—> 0^ and B—> C^ are equivalent 
i f there are maps C^ j > Cy and C^—•> C, sjch that 
3 and B <3 Commutes* 
Remarks i 2 .1 . (6) a, : A—> B i s aonoaiorphic in g, i f f for 
a l l X £ | ^ 1 , [X,a] : [X .A] » [X.Bj i s injoct ive . 
( 7 ) . a : A—> 3 i s an epimoiphism in g i f f for a l l X£ j ^ | , 
U.XJ : [B,X] > [A,X] i s injoct ive . 
JJef^nition 2 .1 . (3) A morphism a s A—> B i s cal led an 
isomorphism i f there ex i s t s a aorphism J : 3 — > A sjch that 
2<» 
i3at * X. and a? m 1^* 
( 6 ) . A uorplilsm a i n ^^  Is called a blmorphlga i f oi i s both a 
3u»iomorpbiBm and an apiaiorpiiisa* 
Retaarks 2«1.C8) In the dafinition 2«l«C3)f 3 i s cedled the invars@ 
of « and »i i s vmiquol/ detenained by a* 
( 9 ) . Two obJectB A and a in ^ are said to be isoaorpnic i f there 
i s an isoaorphista n i A > B* 
(10) . Coiq;>oeition8 and inviirses of isomorphisms are isoaorphisms. 
(11)« /iorphisias in [A»Aj are called endoaorijhisas of A. Xsoaozphic 
endoaorphisois are cal led automorphisas* 
axaaole 2>1.(1) An inject ion function i s a aonomorphisai in the 
category ekiB of a l l seta. 
(2) • For ^M ^6 , j^4od, ^ and the ca t^ory of toplogicai 
spaces being aonoAorphlc i s equivalent to the underlying set map 
being infect ive , 
( 3 j . Svery infect ive ioap i s monoiBorpnisffl« but converse need not be 
crue. Consider the category )^ - {(9»y|{} of sets and functions 
constructed as follows : 
( i ) Class of bbjects (^ • {S^ .^S^} where Kj^  » {x^.Xj.x,} and 
( i i ) Class of iaorphism M » [l^ $ I5 » ^t «2' 2^*^ ^ where 
iBorphisms are defined by 
* l ' ^1—^ ^2 ^'^^ ^^^ * l ( * l ) • XI for I « 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . 
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ii^ t S^ >^  $2 »UDh that (Xg^^^ • *2^^^ - y^^ and ag^Xj) « /g* 
In this catagoxy ai and a^ i^ ^^ '^  aoxK>aoxphl8ia& of tha category and 
nona la oaa to ona.Ci^^]* P* 29)• 
(4) . A aorptaisa may b« a monoaorphlsa In a sub«<ategory-^ without 
baing a moQoau>xphian in catagory ^ • 
Consldar the BJb catagoxy .0 ^ { 0'> ^') where 0' • iS^,S2} and 
M • tig » ^s ' *2^ °^ ^ ^ category ^ given in axatopla 3 (above). 
The aorphlsm a, ^° «S^  ^^  ^ caonoaorphisffl in ^ but not in ^ . 
(5) . The surjective functions are the epiaiorphlsam of tna 
category Snrt of al l st^ts. The saae holds for 'Q m S^^ p^od. 
(6). In tiEie category of i^usdorff spaces, f(A} to be dense in 3 
for f t A > B i s an apiiaorpMsa. 
(?)• The inclusion function i t Q > R where C ani R detiotes 
the spaces of rationale and real numbers (resp*) be an epiaorphism 
in the categoxy of Hausdorff spacest but i t i s not an epimorphism 
in the category "^ of a l l toplogical spaces. 
(a) . In the category Sns of a i l sets* bi;)ection functions are 
isoaorphisa of the categozy. 
(9). For any object A of an arbitrary catii^ gory <>^  , 1, t A—> A 
i s a aonoaorphisia &B well as epinorpi^^sa, 
(10). i^ rery isoatorphiso i s a bimorphism, but converse need not be 
true« It can be seen in category ^ of a l l topological spaces. 
Consider the two topological spaces (R, Ti ) and(R, ^) of real 
nuBBbers in category ^ of a l l topological spaces such that topo> 
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iogy ^ 2 < topology Xx» ^^^ ***® identity function 
i I (a, % ) > (R, r^  ) 
i s a oorphism in Tof> whion i s aononorphisa and •pitaorphism both, 
but not an i&oaorpbiBm bacau&e ot the fact tnat i" i s not a 
continuous function. ([ 65 ] , p«31}. 
Proposition 2«l.Cl) If f i s an isootorphista than f i s a mono-
morprdsffl and epimorphism both. 
(2)* If f and g are aonoiaorphisa (apii3U}rpiai8iBs) and gf i s dexined, 
then gf i s a monoaorpiiism (epiaorphisa) • 
C3). If gf i s a aonoaoxphism then f i s a aonomorpnisJi and i f gf 
i s an epiatoxphisffl then g i s an eplzaorpnisa. 
(4) . If A > B i s an iscmorphism than th^re i s a unique laap 
a—*-> A such that A - ^ ^ fl-^ A • i^, fl-^ A - ^ B • ^3 
and B— -^> A i s an isomorphism* 
Definition 2.1.(7) ( [ ^ s ] , p.^) A aorphisa a t A > B i s called 
a Coretraction i f there i s a aorphisa a'': 3 > A such that 
a a « 1 . . We shall say that A i s a natract of 3 in this cas^. 
i}ually, we say that a i s a retraction i f thare i s a laorphisa 
a' : B —> A such that ML'' » Ig. If ex i s both a retracticm and 
a coretraction than we call i t an isoaorphisa. In tnis case we have 
a' . a I3 - a ((w ) . (a^») m" - 1^«' - a" 
we cal l a'« a" the inverse of s and we denote i t by a • Tiien by 
definiUoo (a*^)"^ • a. 
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Reaarks 2>1.(X2) A aox^hlsm In a category g, i s a coretraction 
(retraction) If i t taas a l e f t (right) inverse ([^5 ] , p.19). 
( i i j . If <x and 3 are coretractions (ratractlone) and 3a i s defined, 
then o^t i s a coretraction (retraction). 
(14), If 3oc i s a coretraction thai ji i s a coretractioji, bat not 
necessarily 3. 
(13). If 3^ i s a retraction then 3 Is a retraction, not necessarily JC. 
(16). Sirery isoaoxphista i s a retraction and coretraction both. 
(17). 2very fiBQccor preserves retraction and coretraction. 
( la ) . In SnBf every epimorphism i s a retraction and every aono-
oorphlsm with non empty dooiiin i s a coretraction. 
(19). If a £ l A , B ] ^ i s a retraction and ^ ' i s a quotient category 
of ^ , thoa ia] i s a r-itraction in g", How«iv>.?r, i f {J/ i s a 
sub category of '(J and a £[A,BJ i s a ratjneicticMi in g , i t does 
not nacessarily follow that at i s a r^»traction in ^' unless g i s a 
follrsub-category of g, • 
Proposition 2.1*(5) If a ; A > a i s a coretraction and i s also 
an epiaorphiBiay then i t i s an isoaorphisia* 
(6). If a t B > A i s a retraction and i s also a monoaorphisai, 
then it is an isoaorphism. 
DefiniUon 2>1.(Q) U ^ 8 j , 6) : If a : A'—> A i s a aonocaorphlsa 
thm we shall say that A'' i s a sub-object of A and at i s the 
inclusi<3n imp of A' in A. We shall write a : A c z A, or siaiply 
A Ci: A when we want to indicate that A' i s a sub object of A. 
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If ths ooooBorphlSffl JL I A—> A i s not an Isouiorphism, we shall 
8a/ tnat A^  i s a propar siA-obJect of A. 
Tne cooposition of a iaoaoaioxplalfti& x t A' > A with a laorphism 
f } A > B i s often danoted by £/k' and i s cal led the restr ict ion 
of f to A, 
Dually• If a I A > A' IB an epiiaorphiam then we shall say tnat A' 
i s a qjotient-oMect of A. 
R«aarics 2.1.(2<^ CC^ Q ]» P«6) « The eoiaposition of two inonoaorpntsoi 
i s a fflonomorphism implies i f A i s sob object of 3 and 3 i s sub 
object of C then A i s sub object of C. 
(21 ) . I f « , ! Aj. > A» (Xy ' ^2 ^ ^ ^'^ oonoaorphlsms and there 
ex i s t (unique) aorphisos t s Aj^  > A2 and « t Ag^  > A^ such thac 
Xyf m a^ and a.^ ** ' 1 ^ ' ^^^ v® say that A^^ and A2 are isomorphic 6ub~ 
objects of A. However* Ay and A^  laay be isomorphic objects without 
being isomorphic scds objects of A. 
—> A and Sxanples 2*1,(11) Any two monomorpnisms x^ 1 A-j^ -
*2 * ^ ' > A in a category iSns such that ^J^CAI) «» «2^*2^ ^^ ® 
equival«at. 
(12) . In the c a t ^ o r y - ^ • any two epimorphisms with sa^ie kernel are 
equivalent. 
03)* In the category Sns of sets and functions* sub sets are 
considered as the sub objects where inclusion function represents 
the equivalence ca l ss of monomorphisms. 
(14) . In the category 4 of groups and hoaomorphisms, quotl«it 
groups are considered as the quotient <^Ject where natural projec-
t ion represents the equivalwoce c lass of epimorphisms. 
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i3efialtioo 2.1.(9) HAS], p.7) » A class (p of sub objects of A 
will btt caiiad a representatlvs-class of sub objects of A i f every 
sub object of A i s isomorphic as a sub object to sooe aembar of ^ _ 
iMore generally* i f every meober of ff oas a certain property p, 
tnan /y i s called a representative class for p i f every eJo object 
of A wioicti bas property p i s isa&orpbic as a sub object to soae 
ffle^er ot [^ , If every A 6 g, has a representative class of 
sub objects which i s a set, then ^ i s called a locally sutall 
category* 
Duallyt a category ^ i s called colocally siaall i f ^ i s locally 
soall* 
Renarlts 2.1.(22) If g i s locally soall , i t does not necessarily 
follow that a siib category g ' i s locally Sioall. The reasons i s 
twofold* In the f irst place there a^ay be monoioorphisai in ^ ' which 
are not nKmooorphisiB in Yi and in tae second place two laonomorphisms 
oay be isoaorphic in ^ out not in '^^'. 
iJeflnition 2.1.(1) A sub category ( J c r ^ i s representative i"^^ 
i f for every A €. "^ tn^ r^e i s an object A'€ '^^ wnich i s iso>aorphic 
to A. 
(11>. A catigory i s said to be concrete* i t i t i s isociorpnic with 
a sub categoxy of the category ^ns of a l l se ts . 
2*2 leminal. i m U a l . ^ero and Integral Objects 
DefiniUoa 2.2.(1) An object T of the category g, i s called 
tenainal i f for evary object A£ j ^ | there is exactly one 
laozphisfli A—> r. 
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( 2 ) . An obJ«ct I of the category ^ i s coi led i n i t i a l i f i t i s 
terminal In '^*, l # e . I f in "^ there i s exactly one morphisa 
I — > A for every object A£ j 1^1. 
( 3 ) , An object of a category ^ i s cal led a zero-object i t i t i s 
both tertninal and in i t i a l* I t i s denoted by o* 
Reaarke 2 .2 . (1 ) For any two taroinal objects T and T there i s 
exactly one morphista T—> X'^  and i t i s an IsomorphisiB. 
( 2 ) . A caorphism whose dotaain i s a tenolnal object i s a coretraction. 
(3)« A ntorphista whose codomain i s an i n i t i a l object i s a ristracti(»i< 
(4 ) , i,et >^ be a category with a zero object o, i f A and 3 are 
any two objects then tnere i s exactly ono taorphism A—> B which 
factors through o, i«e* i t can be repref anted in the fona 
A—> o — > B. We c a l l i t o-<aoxphisa and usually denoted by o, 
o t A—> B does not depend on the cnoiee of a zero object o i n ^ 
I f o' i s another xero object, then consider A —> o —> o—> B, 
i^xaatoles 2»2.(1) In Sag every set consisting of one elamant i s 
teraiinal and eaipty s^t i s ixiitial* 
C2)* Xn category Top, aziy space of one point i s temlnai object 
and eispty space i s i n i t i a l * 
( 3 ) . In the category of grtsups ;€ and category of abelian groups 
Ph) { every group of one elenent i s tenainal as well as i n i t i a l 
objects and hence i s a zero object* 
( 4 ) . For an ordered se t considered as a category, tertaifiai object 
( i f ex i s t s ; i s tne greatest element and i n i t i a l object i s the l e a s t 
elenont* 
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(p) . In the categoxy of rings i^nizia \jeiit) I I s i n i t i a l* 
^poBit iOQ 2*2.(1) Any two i n i U a l objacte l a a categor/ ^ ax« 
lBOii»>rpMe» 
Deflaitioo 2*2.(4) ([11 J, p.31) An <*Ject I of a category g , i s 
called integral i f 
( i ) for an/ object A of )^^ , ttta set Horn ^  lX»Aj i s non atapty, and 
( i i ) for any pair A»B of objects of g, and any pair of d i s t inc t 
aorphlsme a>3 t A—> 3, thore exis ts a aorpnism t : I—> A siich 
tha t «Y f 31 .^ 
Dually, an object 1 of a category j ^ , i s called cointegrai, i f i t 
i s an integral object of the dual catei^oiy ^ * . 
iSxaaoles 2.2.(6) iiach object of the category ^is i s intogi-al, 
in the category of a l l groups, the infi/ii ta cyclic groups are 
integral objects* 
(7) . In the category drxB* 9ach se t containing a t l eas t two 
elements i s a cointegrai object. 
Proposition 2»2mi2) Any category g wnich has integral objects i s 
concrete* 
2*3 Projective ob.lecta. InJective ob.loctSj Generators and Coaenerators 
Definitioo ^*^.(1) An c^ject i' in a category {J i s called projective 
i f the functor [t*, -1 ; ^ > E-^ s 1B an epifunctor. iqUvaiently, 






with A > A' an •pimoi^hlsA there i s a oorpiilsm P > A making 
toB diagraiB coinautatlv«» l*e* fh • g. 
iXiaUy* an objact U i s caXlad injact ive i f i t i s projective in 
tne dual category* ienoe Q i s i o jec t ive i f and only i f for every 
diagram 
A-^  
g / b 
-> A 
with k > A a aonomorphlBia, tnere i s ajiaorpnism A > C (baicing 
the diagram coiaautative, i*e . hf « g. 
I^ ffliarkg 2«3(1) An objact P of category | 5 i s cal led projective i f 
functor [P« - ] preserves epimorphisas, 
( 2 ) , An object Q of category ) ^ cal led injact ive i f i t i s projective 
In ^ t i . e . i f functor [«» u] carries aonc^torphisas into epimorphisas. 
( 3 ) . A category "jj *** enough projact i /es i f evary object i s a 
quotient cA>Jact of a projective one» i . e . i f for every A€ | ^^ | 
there i s always an epiaorphlsm P—> A with P projective, 
( 4 ) . A category (5 has enough Injectivas i f avary object A€ i ^ ^| 
adiaits a monomorphism A—> C with Q Irijoctive, i . e . "(^  i s said 
to have inject ives i f w^ry objact of |^ i s a sud) object of some 
injee t ive object in 1 ^ . 
i^xaotples ^»3.(1) In fins and Sng* &v&Ty object i s projective. 
( 2 j . In lop and Top^  , every discrete space i s projective, 
C3). In the category of groqps -€ ovary free group i s projective and 
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In oatagory of abellan groups ^,9tQr^ free additive grouip i s 
pro;)ective« 
(4) , Ring i t s e i f i s the projective object in the category of i t s 
aoduies. 
(^;. ^9rf i n i t i a l object i s tr ivial ly projective. 
(6) . In ^18 and Bng^  every non e^ty objeet i s injective, and 
so i s 9f9T^ non e^pty space with ttie coarsest topol>ogy in lop. 
C7). In category of abelian groMps, the additive group Q of 
rational mvabers and the factor group Q/Z are injective. 
ir>roposition 2.3.(1) P i s projective i f f for every epiiaorpaLsa 
A - ^ ' A" and inap P ^ > A' ttiere i s a a»ap P > A such that 
P — ^ A — ^ A - P — ^ A 
Prwwit ioo 2.3.(2) If P i s a retract of p'aad ? i s projective 
than P i s projective. ( [ 4 8 ] , p.70)« 
Proof t i#et P —> P > P • Ip. If A —> A i s an epiojorpiiisa 
and p—> A i s any aorphisJSt then using projectivity of P we have 
P > k m P > P' > t> ^ A" m 
for sotoe norphlsiB P—> A. 
This implies projectivity of P. 
Definition 2.3.(2) A set iG^}^^i of objects of a category(>^ i s 
called a faneratiag-aet i f for evary pair of diffar^it morphisas 
fig t A—> B with the saae dcxaain and Codoaain there is a 
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morphlsm h i G—> A with th i gh and with Ge i^^li^^i' 
An object G i s cali«d a SCT>orator i f {G} i s a genarating sat . 
This i s •quivalent to functor LG. - ] being faitiifJl» i . e . to 
[G,-] t ^ » Ens being an eabedding* 
DefiniUon 2 . i . ( 3 ) A sat (G l^^ j^^  of objects of the catogory ;^, 
i s cal led a cogen@rating-S3t i f l^ jj^ lj^ j^ I s a generating s e t for 
^ , i . e . i f for every pair of different morpnisais f .g : i\—> 3 
there i s a oorphiso h » B—> G with G€ {G }^j^ j^ and hf ft hg. 
An object G i s cal led a cogenerator i f (Gj i s a cogenarating s e t . 
Xhis i s equivalent to the contravariant functor [-• G] being faitlv* 
ful , i . e . to [-, c f :(5 > iSns being an e-abed ling. 
Heaarto 2>3.(5) An object G £ -^^  i s a i^anerator i f f the functor 
i.G»-] : ^ >-^ i s an euabedding. 
(b ) . Ah object C i s a cogenerator i f the contravariant functor 
[-• C] •- i2 > "^ i s an eabedding, 
liixaiaDles 2»5*Cd) In tne category of Sijts, generator (cogenerator) 
are every non eopty se t iav^r/ se t of at l e a s t two eleuents) , 
(9)« In the category of toplogibcal spaces* generators ^coisenerators) 
are eveiy discrete non eiapty space (every sp^se with the coarsest 
topology and containing at l ea s t two points in Top). 
(10) . In the category of groups, genetscors are every free cyc l ic 
groqps and in the category of abelian groups* generators are Z. 
(11 ; . i n the category of rings (with unit)t polynomial ring Z^xj 
i s the generator. Ring i t s e l f i s the generator in tne category 
5:? 
of Its .Qodulaa* 
PropOBitions 2,3»C3) 0 i s a ganeiator i f f for every A—> £* i* o 
tharo i s a fiiap G—> A s-jch that G > A—> B f o ([20 ] , p. 6 i ) . 
(4) . If P i s projective than i t i s a generator i f f [t'.AJ i s non 
trivial for ai l non trivial A. ([ 20 ] , p, 63). 
2*4 goualixars and KameLa 
Qafinition 2*4,(1) Givan two moiyhisas a,3 t A—> B, we cay tnat 
u I K—> A i s an equalizer (diffez'^aca Kernal) for A and 3 i f 
au • 3a and i f whenever u'h &—> A i s such that oiu"» 3u there i s 
a uniqiie aorphisoi 7 t K^ —> K soaking the diagrsua. 
K 
• / \ u' 
Coamutativa. 
Dually* givan two laorphiamB a,3 i A—> 3, wa say that v : a > C 
i s a coequalixer (diffarooca cokamal) lor at and 3 i f vet • v3 ani 
i f whanever v': B—> C'is such that v i • v'3 there i s a unique 
laorphLsffl 5 x C—> C i^saking the dia^raa. 
Commutative. 
t^otationt c^qualizer for a and 3 i s denoted by Squ (a,3) or 
ker Cjt-3). 
Remarks 2.4»(l) iiVary equalizer i s a roonoaorphisa ai^ coaquaiizer 
i s an epiiaorphiss. 
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(2>. Eiraxy epiooirpxidLc eqaalizers and every aonomorpmc 
coequalizars are isooioxpblc* 
( 3 ) . ^ e r y coretract i (» i s an •quailzer and every retraction i s 
coequailzer* 
Note t Convarso of the reoarks 2«4,(1) , (SXt (3) i8 not true* i t 
can be seen in category of topoiogicaX spaces* 
i^xaaoles 2 .4 . (1) An equalizer for A ^ 3 in ^ns i s the co inc i -
dence sat (a/a(a) » 3(a) | with i t s inclusion in A. i^ Vary sub se t 
appears as an equalizer. 
( 2 ) . In category Top, equalizer holds for sub spaces. 
( 3 ) . in category ^ , one obtains ae equalizers a l l sub groups, 
in ^ Mod a l l sub laodules and In the category of groups a l l sub 
groups v i t h the ir i n c l j s i o i e . 
( 4 ) . The projection B ^ > B/a i s a coaqjalizer of ac and ,3 in 
Ens vner«3 U i s tne suiallest sqaivalence relation on the se t 3 
with respect to which a(a) and 3(a)are equivalent for every a^ A. 
In category ^^ U i s the iniage of A by a-3 and v : B—> B/Q 
i s the projection on to the factor group. In the category of 
groups, 0 i s the norm! sub group gener ited by the eleuients 
a(a) 3-^ (a ) . 
Jrr9g9ff^H90 ^tSClrJ, I ' K-^ *—> A I s an equalizer of A - ^ B and 
A—^-> B then i t i s a taonoiaorphism and i t represents the largest 
sub object E of A such that S —> A - ^ B • S—> A - ^ B.U2cJ,p .2 l ) 
(2 ) . I f u i s an equalizer of tx and ^ then u i s a raonoaorphisis. 
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An/ two equalizers for a and 3 are Isomorpalc sub object of A. 
QeXinltlw 2 .4 . (2) (C ^8i» P#l^) » i«9t g be a category with a 
zero object and a x A—> B be a aorphlsm* We wi l l ca l l a aor-> 
phlsa u s K—> A the Kernel of a I f au « o and i f for evary aor 
pblsm u' t K' > A sush tiiat atxi'« o we have a unique mrophlsa 
r X K^—> K sjcn tbat U7 - u.' iSquivalentXy* the kernel of J. i s 
{{IveQ by the dlagraa 
o 
Dually* a morphlsa v t B—> C I s cal led tne cok^rnel of 
CK : A—> 3 i f va • o and i f for every ;aorphisai v' : 3 > C'sjch 
that v'^ a * o we nave a unlqiM) morphisa 6 : C > C' such tiMt 6v « v'. 
NQtatlon t Object K Is denoted by IcerCa). 
Renarks ?.4 . (4) i f a category j j has o-aorphisa then Hemei of 
a I A—> 3 I s an eqaaliser of a and 0 J A — 
a 1 A—> B Is a coequallzer of a and o : A 
-> B and cd iemel of 
- > B. 
(p) . Km a ( o ) , BO that In partlcalar u must; be a .nonoaorphism 
and any two kernels must be Isoiaorphic st^ object of A. 
( 6 ) . I f « i s a saonoaorphLsia then ker (a) a o> but the converse 
I s not true In general, (see the example 2*4.(5) below). 
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(,7)« I f ker (a) and kar {^ci) are defined then ker (a) C ker (;3ix} 
and i f f) i s a monoiBoiphiaa then ker (a) « ker (3a)« 
(<i). A aorphiem IB called the c<ritemeX of a i f i t i s the kernel 
of a in the dual categozy* sysobolized by c ^ (ot). 
Sxaaple 2 .4 . (5) We can constr-uct a category g • {(0 .ylf} of s ?ts 
with base point and functions as follows t 
( i ) . Class of objects Q m {(A,a) , (B,b) , (C,c ) . (D.d)} whare 
A - iaj^»a2»a^»a}t ^ • Ibj^jbgtbj.b } , C » (Cj^tCgtC^tc} and a • {d}, 
( i i ) . fhe c lass of aorphisios M - {1^, 1^, 1Q, 1Q, a,3,r,««3,aT,o} 
wnere aorphlsms are defined as 
at I A —> 3 defined by a(a) • b, *(a^) - atCag) - b^ and vtCa^ ) • bg 
3 % C—> A defined by 3\c) « a, 3Ccj^ ) « a i and 3 (c^) * 3(cj) • a^ 
7 t C —» A defined by T(C} • a» T(CJ^) » ag and rCCg) » I'Cc,; « a^, 
and o denotes the zero morphlsm of the category* 
Sincd a3 « <xy, this iioplies our construction i s a Category in 
which c learly kar (a) • o» but a i s not a monoaorptiisa because 
of the fact that a3 « jr ij^ 3 =» T. 
Similarly we can construct a category in which coker (ai) « o but 
01 i s not epiaorphisa. 
ProPQsiUon 2 .4 . (3 ) ( [ ^ s ] , p . l6) Let u j K—> A be the kernel 
of ac t A —> a and l e t p : A —> C be th<i cokemel of u. Than 
u i s the kernel of p. 
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^roQf t Consider the dlagraffl 
where v i s any uorphlsa sucn that pv a o and q IB defined by the 
fact that o(u « o and p i e the coker of u« Then ^u » qpv « o. 
Since u i s tha liernei of <x so thara i s a laorphisQi y t K—> K sucn 
that ut >ince u i s a soonoiaorphisia and pu • o i t foiiows that 
u i s the kernel of p. 
^•^- PoU t>acice and Pugaoute 
QefiniUon 2 . 5 > a ) Let ai s Ai—> A aad aig* Ag > A be two 
liiorphisms with coooon codooain A» A coi^ieaatative diagram 
3. 
i s caXied a pull back for a^^ and (X;> i f for every pair of aozphisms 
3^ : t* > A^ and 3^ * ^' ^ ^2 '^^ ^^ ^ tinat <^x^i " "^ Z^ Z ^^ ®'*® 
e x i s t s a unique aorphtsm 7sP > P each that 3, * "^ i^  ™^^  
definit ion 2*5. ( 1 ) L^t a^, « ^ > *^x ^^^ •*2 * ^ — ^ ^ ®^ ^^ '^  





i s called a pustiout for ax ^^ ^ ^2 1^ ^or every pair of iaorphlsms 
^1 * L^ ^ ^ **** ^2 * ^4 ^ Q^ BUCh that 3^ ajL " ^2*2 * ^ ^ exists 
a uniqua loorphlaa t » u—> Q such that t^^ • 3£ and ^^ g - 32* 
Reaarks 2>>(1) In the pull baek dlagrasii i f ai i s a monomorphism 
then 80 i s 3^* ^^ <>1 ^s ^^ epimorphism then not necessarily 3?* 
a, i s a retraction then 32 ^s e retraction ([4& ] p.9)* 
(2) , In the pu»hoat diagraa, i f a^^ i s an epiaorphisa then 3^ is 
an epiiaorphisa. If a, i s a coretraction then g^ ^^  i^ coretractloa, 
C[5fe]. ?. 68] . 
Projosltions 2«5»C1) Any two pull back objects for the saiae pair 
of morphisos with ca^ Mm codoioain are inomorphic. C[ ^-^j* p* 47)* 
(2) . If each square in the diagraa 
P > Q 
i s a pull back and 3-—> B i s a aonoiaorphism, tnen outer rectan-
g le la a pull bock ([^S ] P« 9)« 
( 3 ) . I f the fi^Jctor T i (J- ><^ preserves pull backs, then 
i t preserves momxaorphisms. C[ B 6 ] , p, 6X)« 
Dafinition 2 .5 . (2) ([2,5 ] , p. 20&) Let ^ be a category and I be 
an index s e t . tme snai l c a l l a non eaipty faoi ly of morphisia 
(a. t A—> Bi}^ in the category ^ , a l e f t cone over I with 
vertex A and base objects Bi and wi l l denote i t by LA.aii, Bi ]^ . 
Dually, a non aqpty family of morphismc {^i : B i — > A}j in the 
ia 
category "^ » i s called a r ight cone ovar I with vertex A and 
the base ^ J e c t e 3 i . I t will be denoted by [Bi, 9 i , A]^ » 
Reaarttft 2«5«(3) I t i s not niTcessary that a i l base objects in a 
cone will be di8tinct» If a l l the basa objects in a cone are 
same then we shall ca l l the cone with a single base objects 
(4) . A ccme with single base object in which a l l the atorpnisms 
are saycaet will be called a cone of repeated norphlsms, 
(3) , A cone will be called aonic (epic) i f t^ery morphlsa of the 
cone i s a iiK>noiaorphisa (epiaorphism), 
i?tan4^<?H MfOi ^ o l e f t cones [A, au Bi3j and [A, a^. M])^ 
over I in the category "^ i s ca l l» i isoaorphlc l e f t cones Iff 
there exist isoaiorphisoe -r j A - A' and T^ I a^ ^ tf B^ for a l l i £ I 
such that T^«. * d^t. 
Definitioa 2.5.(3)^ Two right ctaies [Bi, H» Ajj and [ s i , ^ i , A ] j 
over I in the category ^ i s called iso^aorphic r ight cones i f f 
there exists isoaoxphisas 7 : A « A' and T^ t Bi « Bi for a l l i€ I 
sjch that 3i T^ • T 3 I . 
Qafiaition 2.3.(4) ( [ 5 5 ] , p . 206) i-at g be a category and 
[BI» 3I» A ] J be a r ight cone over I with vertex A. A le f t cone 
[P, a t , Bi i j with vertex P in the category will be called the 
generaliged pull ba^k of the right cone [Bi« 3 i , A]» i f and only 
i f the followings hold : 
( i ; . fhe morphisms Hi «i i P—> 3i > A are the saa»e for a i l i € I . 
( i i ) . For any other l e f t cone [P , a i , Bi]^ with vertex P such that 
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the Aoxphlsois 3i « i ; P—> % — > A ara tiie same for a l l i^ It 
there exlBts a vjmiqua moiphtsta '>] i p'—» P In "jg such that a i ^ • 
a' : p'—> fli for a l l i € l« we shall denote i t as GPS [ B I » 3 I A ] ^ » 
[P. dj^, Bl ] j . 
Oe^li^^pa MfW"" i-«* g b« a oategoiy and [C. T^, Bi ]^ be a 
l e f t cone over I with vartex C, A right ccaie [ 3 i , C^, Q]^ with 
vertex Ci In the category ^ w i l l be cal led tha ganerallze^A poshr-
oat of the l e f t cone [C, T^ ,^ Bii^ i f and only i f the followings 
hold t 
( 1 ) , Xha iaoxphlsms «.T. » G—> 3 i — > Q are the satae for a i l i £ I . 
(11). For any other right cone [Bi, €^, u ' ] j with vertex Q s j c h 
that the aorphisas ll •* i C—> Bi > Qare the satiie for a i i i £ I . 
there exlBts a unique aorphisa i i Q—» Q' I n ^ s u c h that 
fce^ - C^  I B i — > Q' for a l l l £ I . 
we shall denote i t as GPO [C, 7^, B i ] j « tBi. «^, Q] ^ 
DefinlUon 2 .5 . (5 ) » A l e f t cone in tha categoxy ) ^ , w i l l be 
cal led a GPB-cone i f i t i s a ganoralized p<ill baek of soma rl^ht 
cone in ^ • 
Definition 2.5.(5)'" A right cone in tha cat^^ory g wi l l be caUad 
a GPQHione i f it i s a generalized poshoat of soae l e f t cone i n ^ . 
Definition 2 .5 . (6 ) « The vertex of a Opa cane in the category ^ 
wi l l be cal led a GPB^obJect in "g,. 
aef iniUon 2 .5 . (6)^ i The vertex of a OPC,)-eone in the category 
> 
^3 
^ , w i l l be cal led a GPQ ofajact in ^o* 
Deflnitloo 2 .3 , (7 ) ([55 ] , p.207) s A category ^ w i l l be cal led 
a GPa c&1.^ory I f and only If for avexy right cone in ^ , there 
ex i s t s a generalized pul l back i n \ ^ • 
Q^fialtloo 2*5* (7)^» A category "(^ wi l l be cal led a aPO-category 
I f and only If for ervery l e f t cone In K,, there ex i s t s a generalized 
pushout in "1^, 
Reaarte 2*5*(6) Generalized pull bacK (pushout) can be consiciared 
as a tax^nal ^ in i t ia l ) objects in seme categoxy* 
Proposition 2.5.C4) A generalized pull baek (pushout) i s onioue 
upto isomorphism. 
( 5 ) . I f two right cones ( l e f t cones) over I are isomorphic in 
the category ^ , thsn the existence of GPB (GPO) of any one of 
thoia implies the existence of GPB (GPO) of the other. 
2»6 product and Sum 
Definitioo 2 .6 . (1 ) ( [ 5 6 ] , p.%) » Let (A^}^^ _j be a faaiily of 
objects of the category ) ^ * A product of th i s family i s an 
object P with morphisa pi i F—> At such chat for any faaiily 
(atj, : P'^ —> ^^^L<^1 ^^*^ ^* exactly one siorphiem a t P^—> P 
with Pi a « ai for a l l 1^1* 
Oefinition 2*6(1)*^ Let {.H}iei ^^ ® fatally of objects of the 
cacegory ^ , A sum (coproduct) of th is fatally i s an object S with 
fflorphisms ui t A^—> S such that for any fa;aily (jJi : Ai—> '}^i 
th«re i s exactly one niorphisa 3 i 5 —> £/ with 3<i^ , - .Ji for a l l 
i £ l . 
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Notation t IbB product £> i e donoted by nki and sum by ® At* 
For a f i n i t e f aai ly of objects P a A i x A a x * . . xAn and 
r a Ai ® A2 ® • . . ® An* 
ReaariCB 2 .6 . (1) I be empty than we have a torainal object i n ^ 
/m object i s a zero object for )^y i f and only i f i t serves as a 
product for tiie empty family. I f I i s empty than sues i s an i n i t i a l 
object* 
(2) The aorpnlsia pi t P—> Ai are collad the projection morphism 
and ui i Ai > S are cal led the inject ion aorphisa. If 5£^  has 
a zez*o object then we can define projection pj, i S—> At sjch that 
p.u. - i.^ and inject ion u, : A^^ > P sjch that pjU^ * *tj ^^^ 
* i j *• ^ ^^^ i * J ^^ ^11 • i ^ C^ o** i • J)« 
(3) A category f^  has sums i f the dual c a t e g o r y ^ has products. 
Sxafliolea 2«6.(1) In category Ens» products are the usjal products 
and in category Xopt products are topological products. 
( 2 ) . For categories <^, j^ o^d a n d - ^ , products are the usjal 
direct product. 
( 3 ) . For category of rings* product i s defined as ^ coordinatewise! 
(4 ) . For ca t^ory Snsf sum i s ' d i s j o i n t union'* 
( 5 ) . In category ^b and ^/lod^sums are ^^direct sums'.^  In the 
category of groups, sums are frao products. 
( 6 ) . In the category of rings (with unity) sums are tha tensor 
produet£. 
Proposition 2.6.CD If P and P^ are products of {Ai}.^^ then 
^ 
ttaoy are iBoaorpMc ( [ 2 o ] , p«25)« 
(2 ) . Consider a product A.x Aj with injaetioafi u^, u^ and projec-
Uona p,» P2 in a category with zero* Then Uj^  i& the kemai of p2« 
(C^<5], p .25) . 
C3). Let p. 8 P > A4 and p^ : p' > Bi be prodijcta in(^elonglng 
to the aaiae index se t I . If for every i € X, a aorphlsa at : Ai > 
Bi i s given than there i s exactly ona morphlsia a : P—> / with 
Pl a - a-p. for a l l i t I . One writes a • n a^. I f a i l the at 
are monoiBorphLsiBs then so i s ^ . ( [ ^^]» p*^)» 
{k)i Let (pi : P > AiJ^^j be a product i n ^ ^ l e t J £ I . If 
for every i t I there i s a ooxphisa ai t Aj > Ai ( i ^ J» J i s 
fixed) than p . » P—> Aj i s a retraction. ( [56 ] , p .50) . 
QefiniUon 2 .6 . (2 ) : HAG], p.26) « Suppose that for a U 1^ I we 
have At « A. In t h i s case we denote the product of the family by 
A^  and the sua by I^ .^ A aorphisa A : A > A defined by pt^ « 1^ 
for a l l i& It i s cal led the diagonal aorphisa^ 
Dually* a norphlsai v : I . > A defined by v u f - 1^ for a l l i t I , 
i s ca l led t m codiagonal aorphigm. 
Remark 2 .6 . (4) A oorphism i s necessarily a monomorphism and 
V morphisa i s necessarily an epiaorphism. 
ijjefinmoQ 2 .6 . (5) ( [ ^ S ] , p . 2 6 ) In a general category *(2? • 
a fflorphism a from a sun ® Aj to a product TT Bi i s completely 
JtJ i £ I 
detenained by i t s coordinate aorphisas QLM^ ^ pi a Uj where uj i s 
the Jth injedtion into the e\& and pi is tho i t h projection froa 
^ 
the product. Hence [ 0 A-4* Tf Bi] i s in one to one correspon-
dence with the set of a l l I x J laatrices of the form (<X|^ 4) where 
a.^£ [Aj> Bi] . We fthoXl denote such a zaorphlsm by i t s correeporv-
dlng matrix* In particuiart wh«i g has a zero object, we have 
the aorphiaa £ « (£14) r ® At—>7Y Ai. If e i s an isoaorphlsa 
•^^  i £ l i£I 
than we cal l ® Ai i s biproduet, 
l e i 
^•7 ^t9|rBep^9n yyi ^ o » | 
I^ f;M ;^^ 9^0 g,7iUJ » (C^S] , p.iO) « i-et {ui » Ai —> A}^^J be a 
faiAily of sub objects of an object A in |^. An object A^  together 
with a mox^ phisa a i A'—> A i s called tho inters action of the giv«i 
family of aid) objects i f the following conditions hold : 
Ci). u i A'—> A factors through each u^, i€ I, i . e . u - ui vi 
for soffle VI 1 A'—> Ai in (^  , {i^ I ) . 
( l i ) . If for any X € S? » the aorphism a : X—> A factors through 
each Ui than there exists a unique laorphism £ i X—> A' in 2^ 
such that uf « a. 
OeflniUon 2.7.(1)'' Let {v^ 1 A—> Bi>igi ^e a faatiy of qaotient 
objects of an object A in ^ , An (^Ject B'^  together with laorphism 
V t A—> fl' i s called the cointersactioq of the given family of 
quotient objectst i f the following hold t 
ii). The aorphisa v 1 A—> 3' factors through each v^, i . e . for 
each i€ I , V « w^  vj for some wi : Bi —> B", 
( i i> . If for any f € g , the aorphlsm 3 t A—> f which factors 
through each Vi ( i € I), then there exists a unique morphism 
A7 
g t B r> Y such that gv • 3 , 
Notation i Intersact im i s denoted by flAi - A. For a f i n i t e 
family Ax»A2f . . •» An of sub objects we write AiH Ag r i A ^ n * " ' H An-
for intersect ion. 
Remarks 2>7.( l ) t Intersection of the ei^pty c lass of siib objeccs 
of A i s A i t s e l f (1^). 
(2)* I f the intersect ion of tne family Ai uxists then i t i s the 
largest siJb object of A which precedes each of the At. auwev^ r^, 
a sub object may have this maximal property without the inters ac-
tion exist ing. 
( i ) . If the intersection exiats for every s e t of sob objects of 
cAfary object in ^ then we say that ^ has intersect ion. If 
intersect ion exiscs ooly for f i i i i te sets of silb objects than we 
say t t e t ^ has f i n i t e intersect ions . 
^fxaaples 2.7. CD In category iins* intersections are intersections 
of sub se t s with the correspoxiding inclusions. 
(2>. In the cattigoryj^ ^ intax*sectio; oi sub groups ccasidered 
as the intersection of sub objects of the category 






i f ci\ and CB^  (having same domain) are epiuiorphisms then the 
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of 
•piiAorpJilBii -^^ oij^  « 39^2 "^ ^ ^ cointarsectionAix^ and oLy* 
Proposition 2.7«(i) Intareection laorphlsa i s s aionomorpriism* 
Inttfreeetions are unique upto isomorphisoi (in Sng). 
(2) . If A,—*-> A and Ag— -^> A ar« monoiBorphisms in a category(^^ 
tiMn tha diagraa 
i s a puLX back diagraa i f and only i f 
-^^-> Ag *-> A • P *1 *1 
*^-> A-—*-> A i s tile intersection 
of Ai and A?* Hance i f / I lias pull baclis than {^^ has f inite 
intersection* 
QefiniUon 2.7.(2) Let {M^ I A^ > A}^^j be a faaUy of sub 
objects of A in a category Q , a sub object u t A'^  > A i s 
caiied the laiion of given faaliy of sub objects of A i f the foiiow-
ings hold t 
( i ; . r'or eacn i£ X» ui < u, i . e . for each i€ X there exists a 
oorphlsm v^ t Ai—> A^  sjch that the diagram 
'i 
A'' Coomutes. 
( i i> . If u't A—> A be any other sub object of A such that each 
ui factors through \x\ i€I than there exists a unique fflorphlsm 
^ 
f t A' > k such ttos diagram 
CoGsoiiitea. 
Notation « The object A'^  (union) i s denoted by U Ai, 
Remarfcs 2.7.(1) For any other sub object of A which behaves as 
a union Xor the above faiaity {Ai^j^^j^aast be isoiaozphic as a 
sub object to A. 
(2>. Jnion i s not the dual of the intersection. 
(3) . If in an arbitrary cat^ory ^ • the u^ion U i U A^—> A 
of (iL t Ai > A} exists and for thus created iaonoaorphisias 
Ai > U Ai ths intersection exists» one obtains Hui t Ai—» A 
by definition of intersection since U|t|^  i s a monoaorphism. 
gfi|^ ^pi^  2.7.(1) iftiion of a faaily of 8uft> objects i s necessarily 
the smallest sub object which contains evexy aenber of the family, 
nevertheless an object may exist having this oiniaal property 
without being the unioi. 
iJefinition 2*8.(1) i-et a x A—> a be a aorphlsm in category "ig . 
An obJCKSt I together with mcMK o^rphisa u x X—> 3 i s cetLled the 
image of a i f 
( i ) . « • ua^  for some at'i A > I in category (J^ , 
( i i ) . If u'l t—y a be another aorphtso in category/^ such that 
a • u'a'^for some aorphism ce'^  t A*^  > It then there exists a 
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unique aoxpblsa f • X > I such that u f « u* 
NotaUon j l a (A-^ ^—> 8) or In (at) i s t i » itaaga of A-*-> B. 
fiaiaaric 2 .3 . (1) Ifaag« of a morphism a i s ttxQ ssmXleBt eiib object 
of B through which a factors ([^tS ] • 12)* 
( 2 ) . I f avery morpMam in a category has an image then we enali 
say that the catt^ory has iaiaSas. 
(^)« I f the morphlsa a' i s always an epiaorphiso then we say that <^  
has^iiaages (£^3 It p*12)« 
( 4 ) . I f j t i s a monoaorphisa then a i s i t s own image. 
( 3 ) . I f « » A > a and A—^ —^> A i s a aonoaorphisa tjrjen we shall 
denote the image of the coapositicm A—^ *—> A * > a by OCCA'). 
(6 ) , A—^ —^> ImioL) i s Ipitaorphlc. 
Fropositic^i 2 . a . ( l ) If /j) has intarsections and i e l l o c a l l y s s a i l , 
then g, has images ( [ ^ S ] p,12) . 
( 2 ) . I f category nas zero object, kamel and cokemel , then for 
X : A—> 3 we s e t in a • ker (coker a)m ( [ 20 ] p .42) . 
Definitioo 2>i^.(l) Let a t A > a be a mcmoisorphisca in a ^ 
catatoxy ^ • An c^Ject I together with an epiaoxphism V t A > I 
i s ca l led a coiaaga of a i f the followiogs hold t 
( i ) . 4. '^'V for some a^ t I — > B i n category (^ 
( i i ) . If v ' l A > l ' be any other aorphlsm in catagoryQruch that 
at * oL^y^ for soae aorphism a" t l ' > a than there ex i s t s a 
uooique aorphlsm g : I-—> I such that g v' « v. 
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No^Uon » Coinage of A-^^—» B Is denoted by coin (« ) • 
Proposition 2 .8 . (3 ) I f category has sero object, kernel and 
cokerael then for a : A—> d, we iiave colmCa) ^ c<rii (ker a ) . 
Definition 2»^,C2) Consider a dlagran 
A' ^ B' 
ys A 
where n I s an/ aorphlsm ani the vert ica l oiorphlsas are aono^ 
fflorphlsos. Then we say that the sub object k' Is carried Into 
the BJb object a'by Jt I f there ex i s t s a awrphlea A—> 3 
V,necessarily unlc^e) oiaklng the dlagran commutative. 
DefinlUon 2 .3 . (3 ) I f a 8 A—> B and B I s a sub object of a, 
thtti the inverse Ixaage of B' by O( I S the pull back dlagraa 
^B' 
>'^ B 
The object ? Is usually denoted by a*"^  ( a ) . Then f^ (B') i s 
a sxib object of A* (s ince I f a—^^ B Is iimnoaorphlsm then so 
i s P—> a ) . 
StApposOy In the dlagraa» the morphlsoi P—> B' factors through 
a sub object Bi of B' then P I s a lso the inverse image of B\» In 
particular, i f I i s a sub object of B which a factors through 
(such as Im(ix))and tha Intersection I H B' i s defined, then 
f^^Cin a' ) i s defined and ecruals f " ^ ( l ' ) . 
Remarks 2.a.(7)> Inverse laaga i s the largest sob object of A 
which I s carried In to B' by a. 
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(d)* xiowever* tiid •xlstonoa of auoh a siaxlmal 8udt> object do«8 
not guarantee the existence of the Inverse image. ([ ] p.i3)« 
ProDoeition 2. i«(4)i Let jt : A—> B in a category with eqaali-
aters and l e t A—=-> I > B be the factorization of a through i t s 
image* Than a^ i s an epimorphisa ([ ] p«12)« 
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C H A P T a R III 
gQWS STRXTURAU CAiaSQRISS AND FUNCrORS 
The present chapter contains s ix seetlojos. First section 
deals the properties of the additive and linear categories with 
additive fmctors* Second section describes the fundaaental 
prg|>erties of balanced and normal categories* In a g^eral cate-
£0xy« every aoxphlsa which Is a ooaocaorphlsm and eplmorphlsm both 
need not be an isocaorphism. In order to characterize this property 
we have defined the balanced categoiy* In the third section we 
have defined the exact categories and exact functors with few 
results. Section fourth describes about the abellan categories 
and related results. Fifth section deals the properties of the 
functor oategoxy and the las t sixth one describes the reflections 
and adjoint ;functors. Adjoint functor i s introduced by Kan, D.M. 
in his paper Adjoint functor* Trans, A.ri.S. &r (1998)» 39^329. 
Definition 3.1.(1) ( [4s ] , p.28) A seal-additive category Is a 
category/^ together with an abellan seail group structure on each 
of i t s moxphlsa set, sid>Ject to tha following conditions: 
(1) The categoxy/^ has a zero object. 
( i i ) The composition functions Horn [B,C] x dam iA,B]—> Horn CA,C] 
are bilinear. That Is , i f a, 3 e Horn [A»a] and ye Hon [B,C] then 
tia*^) • Ta • 3i3 and i f If ^ Horn [A,a] and a,3^Hoo [B.C] then 
(a>p) T • «t * 37. 
R—artts 3 .1 . (1) . The zero eleaiant of the aorphlsm s^t Horn [ A , 3 ] , 
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Is a zaro morphlsm, 
(2) Wbanever coi^poaitioa aake sermat 1«Q. SO « O and oa • o 
ttiaa o OA t ^ right tiaad side of tha equation i s not in general the 
same as the o on the l e f t hand side, 
(3) If j ^ i s a category with zero oh^Ject and A x B exists for 
eadh objaet k, B ^ ) ^ then A • B exists and i s isomorphic to A x B. 
iftcaiaples 3.1«(1). The catagoxy of al l groups (abelian or not) and 
groMp hoBUMftorphisai i s a saoi additive catogory. 
(2) . The category of a l l monoids and acnoidal hotoomorphism i s a 
Bmti additive category. 
i;^finitiQn 3*1*(2) ([-As] p,190) A hiproduet-diagram for the objects 
A»B ^ ^ i s a diagraa 
<_£i £i_> 
. A C B 
'•X h 
with tBorphisms j ^ , pjt i i» io which satisfy the identities 
^1^1 • A^» ^2^2 " B^ ^^ h^l * ^ZpZ * C^ 
Renarit 3.1.(4) In the biproduct diagram, the object C with the 
projections pj, and p2 i s a product of A ami B while, dually* C 
with i^ and I2 i s a sum ([ 5^ ] p,190). 
?rffPff?4^9P h^fW Cl^S] P.29) i-et Ai, A2 An be a finite 
collection of objects in a semi additive category* Then a family 
of fflorphisms {a^ t Ai—> A} i s a sum for the family i f and only 
i f there i s a family of morphisms (p. : A > A.} such that 
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p^u^ . e^^ and j^ S^  V n - ^A-
Proof : SMppose f irst that A i s the sua. Then v« know that the 
morphiaos p. exist satisfying the relations 9^^* * ^Ij ' 
Now we have for eash i> 
a 
Heace» by definition of sun, we most hove £ "^9^ * A^* Conversely, 
suppose that we are given laorphisais p. satisfying the given condl-
tions and l e t f, t Ai—> A for 1 <t i <. n. Define f • £ f,-p,.» 
then we have fti|^  • £ j^^ Pj^ ^^ " ^ i* 
Furtberaoret i f f i s another aorphism satisfying the conditions 
t'u^ - ft for al l i , then we have 
n ^ , n 
f' - f ' l . - f' 2 U^Pt, • Z f u^Pu - £ fj-Pj.- f. 
Hence f i s unique and so A i s the sum. 
Proposition 3.1*(2). In a seal additive category every finite 
product (sua) i s a biproduet. HAS] p*29)« 
Definition 3>l .(3j . If in the definition 3 .1 . (1) , each sat 
Uoa [A«B] i s an eU>elian group then we ca l l 'y^ an additiire category* 
In this case we obtain^ 
ao • 3(04-0) » oto > 4X0 and so subtracting oto froa each sides we 
have o • ao. Also 
«C-^) + «3 * aiC-0«-p) * ao • o so that <xC-3) « -ix^)* 
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Slailarly (•a)3 • -(<x )^ and (-a) (03) « a^. 
fi'TffllMrh ?i?iif(?l ([^8] P»a8) I The keniai of a difference a-3 i s 
tJoe same as tna equaliser of the two morphisas a and 3, Hence 
an additive eatagozy naa kernels i f and only i f i t has equalizers. 
(6) A iBOxphism i s a aonooorphisa in an additive category i f 
and only i f i t s kernel i s sero* 
S3agB)le8 3.1.(5) Category of ab'?Ilan groups and category of 
2u>iules are additive categories* 
(4) A ring (%«lth unity) i s to ba ragax i^ed as an additive category 
with only one object, 
f^ emarH 3.1.(7) In an additive category, Horn [A.AJ i s always a ring 
and Hcxa LA,B] and HKA [B,A] are right,resp. l e f t modules over Hoai[A,A] 
Pn>position 3.1.(4) ([11 ] p.a7). Let A,B,C are tiirQQ objects of an 
additive category C^^ and i^ j A—> C, i^ : B —> C be isorphisias 
in K, • Tiie necessaxy and sufficient condition that C togetner 
with the ooxvhistns i . , 1^ be the sura of the farally of objects 
£A,3J i s that there exist two morphlsms p^ % C—> A and p^ : C—> a 
sjBh that the following conditio iS are satisfied. 
Cl) P^ll - Ij^ f ?2^X * ^ 
( i i ) P2I2 - I3 , p^L^ . o 
Cii i ) ij^ pj^  • i j P j - ^c* 
Oefinition 3.1.(4) ([26] p.93) A category /^ i s said to be linear 
over R i f f the following two conditions are satisfied 1 
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( ! ) • For any two objoets k,3C^ , Hon [A»3] i s a oodultt over R* 
( i i ) . For aziy thr«« objacts AtB,C£l^ , t t e coaipoaition of aoiv 
phlsaw defines a bUinoar function froa Hoia [A,3] x Horn [3,C] into 
Horn [A»C]* 
RoouMic 3.1«(a)> In partieulart thm eatagorlae wnich are linaar 
oirer tha ring of a l l intagars ara callad tbe additiva catagoriaa 
( [ 2 6 ] 9*93). 
Qafiaition 3»l.(^i» i-at K ami Qj ba ti#o adciltiva cataeories and 
F I ^ > ^ ba a functor. F i s said to ba additiva i f for aiy 
pair of morphLnam a,3^ Hoa [A»B] wa banra (when a>3 i s dafinad in 
doaain) 
F («>^) . F(«) • P(3) 
f^ aaarks 3*1.(9). F t g, > ^ i s adiiUve i f f the functions 
Hoap[A,flj > Hba^[FCA), F(B)] 
induead by F ara homoaorphisas of abalian groiips. 
(10). If F i s additiva tban F(o) « o for any z^ro aorpbisa. 
( U ) . An additiva functor betw8«a aonoidal catagoriaa i s a functor 
whicb prasarvas tha aonoidal struotura. ([ Zc] p,6o), 
Sxaapla 3.1.(5) If ^ and ^ are aonoids ragardad as categorios 
with ona obJeot« than functor F t ^ >^ ara tha aaaa as hoooaor-
phisaa. If g a n d ^ ara rings than additiva functors ara just 
(unitary) ring hoaoaorphisa (C^6] p,6). 
PropoaiUon 3.1.(5) . If tha covariant functor F t^- >^ i s 
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additlv* and i f tim objoet C togathar with tim morphl63>s 1-^  x 
A—> C, 1^ t B—> C iB a sum for tba fatally (A»B}» than the 
objaet P(C} togatter with the morphlaaa F(i^) t P(A) —> P(C), 
FCtj) J F(B)—> F(C) i s a sua for tiaa faiaUy {F(A), P(a)}. 
groooslUon 3 a . (6) . I f a t A—> B Is a morphtsa in the additive 
category K. » then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(I) a i s mono. 
(II) o —> A i s a kernel for a, in otherwords iier a « o. 
( i l l ) 1^ I A—> A i s a coimage for a, in other wortts coin a • A. 
Proof I ( i ) -> ( i i ) « If f » X—> A i s such that af - o then 
froa the fact that a i s oumo i t follows that f •• o, hence f facto-
rises uniciuely through o. H^refore o—> A i s a kernel for a. 
(11) •> ( i ) I If f I X—> A i s such that af • o, i t follows 
that f « o» hence a i s aono* 
(11) «> ( i U ) 8 For any f t A—> X we have f'o - o and f . f 1^. 
Hence c^er (o—> A) « 1^. 
( i l l ) ^ (11) t Let 1 1 K—> A be such that cc^er i - 1^ ^ then 
we have 1.1 « o « 1. 
Ij^ flt^ l^ tr^ ftQ hlf{^) » CC2el, p.99)l Let categories g and ^ are 
linear over R. A covariiuat funotor F jg ,—> £} la said to be 
linear over R iff , for any two objects A and a in g, , F defines 
a homoaorphlsa 
F I Hoa [A.Bj > Hoa [ F U ) , F(B)] 
of (oodules over R» Sisailarlyf a contravariant functor G :^§—>^ 
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i s said to be linear 099r R iff» for any two objatfts A and B in^^ 
6 daflnaa a hoaoaoiphlam G t Hoa [A,B] —> Hoa [G(B). G(A}] of 
modulas over FU 
Raaark 3.1.(12) In particular* the functors which are linear ever 
the ring Z of a l l Integers are called the adiitive functors. 
^•2 ftjJ^yyifd c f t t^me^ find N9n^ ml 9fl1ffl«ffr4aa. 
definition 3^2(1) A category i s called a Balanced category i f 
every morphisa which i s both a oonoiaorphisa and an epiaorphism i s 
also an isoaorphisa, 
Reaark 3.2.(1) A aoxphlsa which i s both mcAc^ wrpnism and epitaor-
phistt need not be an isomorphisa. 
(For the counter exaaple* see exai^ple 2»l.(10)t page 23>« 
aataaole 3#2.( l ) . The category £08 and &em^ are balanced categories 
(2) The category "^  and Ab (category of abelian group) are 
balanced categOriM. 
(3) arery discrete category i s tr iv ial ly balajoced becaiiSd dvery 
aorphisa here i s an id«(itity aorphisa. 
(4) The categoxy of a l l topological spaces and continuous fune-
ti<»8 i s not a balazieed catt^ory. 
(3) The category f^od of oodules and hoa(»iorphisas i s a balanced 
categoxy. 
Oefinitiqa 5»2C2), It A—> A i s the kernel of soae aorphisas in 
a category j^ , then we say that A' i s a noraal sub^obJect of A&^ 
Dually* i f A —> A' i s the cokemel of soae owrphisas in a category 
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y^p than ve say tliat A" i s a conomaX quoti€»t object of A£&. 
DafiniUon 3.2.(3) » If «nr«ry awBoawiphiaa in a category ^ i s 
noroal than wa say tiiat the catagory i s aonaaX» In other wortfft* 
a eatagoTy i s caXlad noraal i f avery aaaoaorphisiB i s the kernel 
of some aoxphissui. 
Dually• i f ovary apiaorpMsa in a categoxy ^ i s conoraal then 
wa say that the catagory i s conoraial. In otoar words* a category 
i s caXlad conoraal i f €iif9ry epiaorphisa i s the cc^amaX of soaa 
iaoxv)>lBBS« 
(It i s assunad that noraal and conomal cat^ory has zaro object) 
ax^aolas 3»2«^6j Iha catagoiy of compact Hausdorff spaces with 
base point i s a noraal catagory* since WQxy aonoaorphisa in this 
catagory can be considarad as the kaitial of soma morphisms. ( I t 
i s not conortoal)* 
(7) The catagoxy of a l l groups (abalian or not) i s a cononaal 
eatagor/t since from fundamantal theorem of group homomorphisa, 
i t i s clear that evazy apimorphism i s the cokamel of i t s kernel. 
( I t i s not normal beea^ue iaaga of errsry monoaorphisffl need not be 
a nonoal sub-group in ^^  )• 
Proposition 3.2.(1) Let a t A—> B be a monomorphisa with coker 
a • o in a noraal category. Than a i s an isoaorphisa. Hence a 
noi«al cat^ory i s balanced. 
Dually* i*et « t A—> B be an epif^rphisa with ker at • o in a 
Conomal category* Than oi i s an isoaorphisa. Hence acoaraal 
catagory i s balanced. 
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PyopQgition 3.2 , (2) . in a normal category with equalisers, a 
ooxyhlsa i s an epimorphisoi i f and only i f i t s cokemal i s zero. 
Dually, in a comormal category witn coequalizerst a aorphism i s 
a monoaorptiisffl i f and only i f i t s kamel i s zero. 
3*3 Exact saquancas and aawct catftRorlte 
Qafinition 3.3.(1 J ([56] p,l23). In a catagory with zaro object 
and icamals, a seqaenca of two moxphisiaa A-^^ B-^-> C i s called 
•xact i f 
ii) 3« - o 
( i i ) In. tha faotorlzatioa oc • (leer 3) a'(guaranteed by ( i )>, 
s^ i s an eplaorphiaa. 
DefiniUon 3.3.(2) A sequence of norphisas 
*n-l *n *n>l 
••• —^ ^>-l ^ ^1 ^ ^»>1 ^ V 2 ^ ••• 
i s called exact at An IX a^ ^^  and an satisfy conditions ( i ) and 
( i i ) of definiUon 3.3 . (1) . It i s called exact, i f i t ie exact 
at every place. 
(3) A short exact sequence i s an exact seqaoice of the fora 
o—> A - ^ 3 - ^ C > o 
(4j A sequence A " > B "^  > C i s a o-sequence i f 3« » o i . e . 
!•(«) ^ ker (3). 
Remark 3.3.(1) Let ^ be an exact catagory and every aorphism 
a » A—> B in j ^ can be writ&en as a cou^esition A-^ —> I - ^ ^ 3 
where q i s an epiaorphisa and v i s a aonoaorphisa. If K-^ ^^—> A 
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be tha kern*! of q and B P > c b« tlw cokernel of v. Then u 
i s also ttaa kamal of a and |3 i s cokernal of a. Furtnanaore, 
by noraality and conomaUty i t folXows tbat v i s the kernel of p 
and q i s the cokamal 6f u« Then v i s the iioage of a and dually 
q i s the eoiaage of «• 
(2) A noraaX and cononaal category with cdtemals and equalizers 
i s an axaet catagoiy* 
(3) A category "T^ i s exact i f and only i f (^ Is exact. 
Sxaowlaa 3*3«Cl). The category -4 of groups and hoiaoia«!>rphi6ra& i s 
not an axaet eatagoxy* but category Ab of abelian grou^ i s . 
(2). The category >^ od^  of a l l R modules and siodule homomorphlsms 
i s an exact categoxy. 
^nPPpg^ UOT hhM C[2o] p,44). For sequancae A - ^ ^ B - ^ C in 
an exact oeXmgory, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) . la (A-*-> a) - ker ( B - ^ C) 
Cb). Cola ( B — ^ C) - Coker ( A - ^ B) 
(c ) . A - ^ B — ^ C :. o and K-^ *—> B-*-> F - 0 
where K - ^ B i s a kernel of B - ^ C and 3 - ^ F i s a coker of 
A - = ^ B. 
<>roPosiUon 3.3.C2J ; ([^8] p.35) i Suppose that tne following 
diagram i s coauutative and has exact rows in category of abelian 
groi^ Vs : 
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(a) If fj, '^^  ^^ QpiaorphlMi and 7. and 7^ ^ ara aonooiorphlsai* 
thai 7^ i s jaoaoaorphlaa, 
(b) If 7a la a Bcmoaoxvhlaa and 7^ and 7^ are aplaorpblsm, 
tnan 7, la an apieaorvhlaau 
(cj It 7^ la an ^plaiorpMaa, 7. la a auMUxaorphlaa and 7^ and 
7|^  ar» laoatozphlaa than 7. la an laomorpislaau 






with axact coluana and alddXa row. The top row Is exact If f tne 
bottoa row Is axact. 

















with exact colunns and exact middle row. The top row i s exact i f f 
the bottoa row la exact. 
(For the proof, Join the leouia 3 .3 . (3) and i t s dual). 
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Definition 5.5.(5) t iiAd] p.51), (gxact functors) 
If ^ and o^ are exact categories then we say tnat F is an exact-
functor if F(A) > F(B) > F(C) is exact for every exact 
seqaence A > B > C. 
Definition ^.3.(6) ([56] p.l27), A functor F : ^ >^ between 
exact categories i s called l e f t exact, i f i t preserves kernels i 
right exact* i f i t preserves coKernels, and exact i f i t is both 
l e f t and right exact. F is called half exact (Middle exact) i f 
for every short exact sequence 
o-z > A—• > fl- > C > o i n | ^ 
F(A)- ^ F(B) > F(C) i s exact 
Heiaark 3.3.C4) I f g ^ s normal and F i s itemol preserving tnen F 
i s a aonofunctor. 
Renailc 3.3.(5) If K - A - 3 « o, then a kernel preserving functor 
i s necessarily zero preserving» syad>olically F(o) • o. 
Proof I Let o dmote any z4ro object in ^ • Then we get an exact 
sequence 
o ^ > o —^^-> o 
where i denote for the identity otidoaorphisa. !>ince F i s exact 
(kernel preserving) than sequence 
F(o)?lAi-> F(o) ^^> > F(o) 
is also exact. By definition of the functor Ki^^) » ^ F(X) * ^^^ 
is the identity endomorphism of F(o). Henca we obtain 
F(o) - Im [F(i)] - ic«r [F(i)] - o. 
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i*ropo8ltioa 3 . 3 . ( 3 ) . Let g andc^ be exact categories and l e t 
F t(^ > ogl be any covarlant functor. Than 
(a) F i s kernel presoxving i f and only i f for every short exact 
sequaoce 
o > A > B > C > o (B) 
in g , the sequence o > F(A) > F(B) > FCC) i s exact ing). 
(b> F i s coKemel preserving i f and only i f for every snort 
exact sequence (fi), tne sequence FCA) •—> FCB) > FCC|—> o 
i s exact. 
(c) F i s exact i f and only i f for every short exact sequeruje (s);. 
the sequence o - » F(A) > FW > FCC) > o i s exact. 
Proof I ( a j . I f F i s kernel presarving ttimx c learly 
o^ > PC A) > F(B;- > F(C) i s exact 
Conversely, stJippose that F s a t i s f i e s toe given condition and l e t 
a t Ay > A2 be any morphisa in ^ • Than we can find two short 
exact sequences 
o > K > A^  > I > o 
o > I > Ag- > K^  > o 
Wiiere K—> A, i s tne kernel of a, A2—> K'is the cokemel of <i 
and A, > X—> Ag i s a. Then condition on F says that 
o > F(K) > F(Aj^ ) > F(I) and o - ^ F(I) > FCAg) > FU') 
are exact, .ience F(<C) —> F(Aj^ ) i s the kernel of PCAJ^ ) -—> F(I) 
and F(I) > F^Ag) i s a monofflorpnisa. Consequently ?{ii) > F(A,) 
i s theUiemel of FCAJ )^ > FCD > FCAg). But F preserves co<^o-
s i i i o n s , thus cofflposition F^ Aj^ j > F(I) > ^KA^) i s Juet FCa). 
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Part (b ) , follows froa Part (a) by duality and part (c) Is prov«d 
sloLlarly to part ( a ) . 
Daflaltlon 3 .4 . (1) A category (^ with a zero object i s s ea i -
abelian i f i 
( i ) ayery aorphlsa of category f^  oiay factored in to i t s 
coinage followed by i t s image. 
( i i ) j£very oorpHLsa has a cokernel. 
iXially* a category ^ with m zero-object i s co-8«niabelian i f 
( i ) holds and a lso 
( i i ) iSfery morphlsits has a icemel. 
Remark 3.4 . (1) If a t A—> B i s a icerael, then leer (coker(j»)) - *» 
( i f cotcer (oi) e x i s t s ) . 
(2) I f a: A—> fl i s a colsamal, then coJ£er(icer(a)) • a ; 
( i f ker a e x i s t s ) . 
Axamole 3 .4 . (1 ) The category of a l l groups and group homomorphism 
i s semi abelian and cosemiabellan witn direct product as product 
aivi the free product as sum. 
(2> The sub-category of example 3*4.(1) consisting of f i n i t e -
groups and group-*homomorpM8m i s seni-abelian and cosemiabalian 
with products. ( I t does not have sum). 
(3> The category of a l l rings and ring-homc»BorphisfflS i s saaU.-
abelian and cosemiabelian and has a product as tne direct product. 
(4) The sub category of esqp (3) wnose objects are commutative 
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rings witn identity and fflorpblsos are t m ring-homomorpoisme 
betMi«a then, i s seai abeiian. (The tensor proiuot i s toe sum). 
(^; The category of coopaot iiausdorff spaces with base points 
and continiwus naps (taJ&ing base point in to base point) i s sesii 
abaiian and cosemi-abalian with products and sums. 
Proposition 3.4.Ci) In the seqa^aee ( for a category with sua) 
o > A ——> A«B ^^ ^ > B > o, 
^ (£) 
A—*—> A»B i s a aionoBoivhisa and A ^ ^ ' > B i s the cokemel 
of Ui where u^ » i « 1,2 are defining morphisos for the suoi of A and B. 
Proposition 3 .4 . (2) In the seqaonce ( for a category with products) 
o > A ^^ ^> A X B ^ > a > o 
^ ^* Q/ > A X B i s the icemel of p , and A x S —^-> B i s an 8pinoz^» 
phisffl where P{, i « 1»2 are the defining aorphisais for the products 
of A and B. 
l>efinition 5>4(2) A category ^ i s abaiian i f 







For every pair of objects there i s a product and 
a sua 
S^mry laap has a icemel and 
a cokemel 
iS<fery monoaorphlsia i s a kernel of a oiap 
iStrery epiaorphisn i s a cokemel of a map. 
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Remarks 3 . 4 . ( j ) The axioa A , and A^ iopXies that abellan category 
i s both noroal and conoroal. 
(A normal and conormal category with pullbacks and puahoats i s 
abellan). 
(4) The axioms A » Ay and ^2 Implies that every morphlsm 
a I A—> B In an abellan cato^or/ can be factored as 
A — ^ B m A ^ > I ^ > B 
Where q Is eplmorphlsm and v Is acNic»aorphl6m. 
(5j From remarlcs 5*^»i3) and (4) we obtain tnat every abellan 
category Is an exact categozy. 
(6) Abellan category i s a lso an additive category. 
(7) In an abellan categoryt every blmorphlsm Is an Isomorphism. 
Thus abellan categozy Is a balanced category. 
Sxamples 3 .4 . (6) The category of abellan groups and group homo-
morpnlsm. Is an aballan category. 
(7) The categozy of modules over a ring R and modjae^homomorphlsm 
Is an abellan category. 
(3) The category of vector spaces and l inear transforoatlone 
Is an abellan ca t^ory . 
(9) The cat^ozy of a l l groMps G i s not abellan since i t does 
not s a t i s f i e s axiom A.. 
(10) The category of sots with base point (Sns^) and category of 
eoi^>act Hausdorff spaces with base point are not abellan because 
thay do not sat i s fy axiom A,. 
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Propositions 3.4.(3) For an atoelian category, iter and coicer ar« 
invarstt fUBictions. 
(4) For an abalian catagoxy, every pair of maps A > a arKi 
A — ^ B joas a differanco k«mol (aqualizar), and ever/ pair of 
8i^ t>>obJact8 has an intersaction. 
C^ ) For an abalian category, the intersection of A -> A ^ 
U - PT 
and B > ASfi i s zero. The cointersection of A x 3 — ^ A and 
A X B > a i s also zero. 
(6) For an abalian category, i f B -^ > C i s a monomoivhism 
and A—^^ B i s an epiaorpnisut then 
ker ( A - ^ 3) . ker ( A — ^ B - ^ C) 
and coker (B-^C) - coker (A—5^ B - ^ C) C[2o]p,35), 
C7> For an abelian category, i f 
i s a puLX back diagram in an abaiian category auad i f cij^  i s an 
apimorpnisiB, then ^^  ^* ^^ epiaiorphism. ([4<S] p.lS) 
3.5 Functor Cateicorieg t HAOj p.63) 
Definition 3.5.(1) . For any two categories g, and ^ l e t [ (^.^ ] 
denote the class of a l l covariant functors from ^ to ^^  . For 
S, r [ g - , ^ ] l e t [S.T] denote the class of natural transfonaation? 
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fron S to T. ^ith the law of coapoaition of natural tranefoma-
tioriB of functors, [^^ ,£j ] beconaa a category. The c lass of 
natural transforoatloo [S, t] aay not be a s e t . However i f we 
aasune that K^  i s soal l t th«a the natural transforioation from 
S to T may be regarded as a sub^elass of the cartesian product 
% [ S ( A } , XCA)1 which i s a s e t , then so i s [ s , ! ] . In speaKinfi of 
the functor category i ^ *y^ J we shall always assuae that g i s 
small* 
Corresponding to T €. [ ( | J , ^ ] we have the covariant 
•if- "if- -if-
functor X^€.[ ^ $j^ ] and corresponding to a natural transforma-
tion ^ I S—> T we get a natural transfor^iation on"i T^  > S^  
defined by the rule '>7*;^ * » 7A ^^''^ A^ ^° regarded as a aor-
phism i n ^ * • Clearly this gives us a contravariant isomorphism 
from [ g , ^ ] to [ g ^ ^ * ^ ] . In other words i}$\^l i s isomorphic 
to the dual category of [ "g »-0 ] . 
Remarlis 3»5>(1) In general, [ 1^  » ^ ] inherits the properties 
of ^ said a morphism o^  i S —> r in ij^t^] has the properties 
whioh are coflunon to a l l the morphisms •??. : ? ( A ) — > TCA) i n ^ 
Thus "y i s an isomorphism i f and only i f i t i s pointwise an i s o -
mozphism, in other words, i f and only i f ^ . i s an isomorphisa in 
<^ for every A £ ^ • I f ^^^  i s a pointwise momuaorphiim then>; 
i s a monoiBorphism in [ ^ , ^ ] • For otirierwise we would have 
•9^ ^ • ^V^ for some ^ - ^ ^ Now 0 ^ A// means that for some Ae^, 
A^ ^ ^A* ^"^ '^ A A^ * %i^A ""^^^ contradicts the fact tnat r^^ 
i s a monomorphism in ^ • The converse need not be true, although 
i t w i l l be true i f ^f i s an exact cat^ory* Thus, i f •'^l i s a 
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oonooorphlsa in [ ^ • ^ ] • I t need not be a pointwise uoaoiaorphlea. 
(2) If ^ has a zero object o, then the functor T : S^ > -O 
such that TCA) « o for a i l A £ ^ i s a zero object for [ ^ , ^ ] . 
In this case T also wi l l be denoted by o. If ^ i s additive and 
0, K^  t S—> r are two natural transfonaatioris, than we csui define 
(j> * ^ t s — > T by the relation (i^  *-^^^ " ^A * ^A* ^'^ *^^ ^^* 
category I ^t^ ] beoones an additive category. 
C'S^  I f <^  has products then the product n I i of a fa ally in 
£ g , ^ 3 i s such that (TI Ti) (A) • n Ti (A) and the kth projection 
(natural transfumatlcm) n Ti—> Xy^ i s given pointwise by the 
projection n T^  (A)—> \M fron the pn>iuct in ^ . I f a x A—> A 
tiien in Ti)(a) - w Ti(at). 
(4) I f J5 has kernels than the kernel K—> r of a transforma-
tion S—» X i s such that K(A) > s(A) i s the kernel of r(A)—»T(A) 
for a l l A € "6. 
C9> If v:^  i s an exact category and 0 t r' > £ be a oionomorphisa 
in [ *G t '^ ] then 0 has kernel o and hence i. has kernel o in <^  
for every A 6 'i^ • But ^ i s exact which implies that ^. i s a 
monc^aorphism, SL^Ppose T—> T^^ be the coker of 0 in [ ]g , ^ ] so 
that T C A ) — > X CA) becomes the coker of 0^ for a l l A. ay nortaality 
for ^ , 0^ i s the keroel of A A) > T'\A) and so 0 i s the Kernel 
of X—> T". Therefore [ ^ ,-<0 3 i s normal and by duality I t i s 
ccuonaal. I f S—> T i s any natural transfor^iation we l e t 
I — > T be the kernel of i t s cokemel. Then 1(A) —> T(A) i s tne 
ioage of S(A> > TCA) and so we get an epijaorphisa S(A) —> KA) 
for a l l A ^ g , . This gives us a natural trans for.aation r —> I 
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wJoich i s eas i ly ver i f ied fxx»m the fact ta&z i > T i s a pointwise 
aonoaorpbisa. Therefore we have shown that every morphism in 
CS»-0 3 *^ ^^  ®^ written as an eplmozphisa foiiowed by a aonomor-
phistt and so [ )g» ^ ] i s »ii exact category. 
(6) If 0 i s abelian then so is [ g , ^ ] . 
(7) I f C0 i s exact and loca l ly small then [^ ,^ ] i s a lso 
loca l ly small. 
Dtffinitioa 3 .5 . (2) HAa] p.65) Let <g and ^ be any categories with 
"ig siaall. We have a bifunctor S : i'S ,J^] x g > ^ defined 
by fi (T,A) - T(A) and S C-^, a) - ^^.SCa) « r(a) 7^ for 7 : r —^ r 
and a t A—> A \ For fixed T tne partial otie variable functor 
associated with E i s Just I . For fixed A the partial one variable 
functor i s cal led the evaluation- functor at A aivi i s denoted by 3^. 
Hence a^(T) « T(A) and ii^C^ ) * ^^« If ^ i s an exact category 
than £ i s an exact functor* I f ^ i s an additive category then we 
have 
and 80 £A IS an additive functor. 
A 
Definition 3 . 5 . ( 3 ) . a 5 6 ] p.29) A functor r : g, > fins i s ca l led 
repreaentable i f , for some A ^ ^ , r i s isomorphic to LA,-j then A 
i s cal led a representing object for I. 
A representation of X i s an isomorphism ri • [A,-] ——> T. 
Sxaaoles 3 .5 . (1) Let Top be the category of topological spaces 
and X s Top—> Snn he the forgetful functor. ifVery space cons is -
ting of a s ingle point i s a representing object for T. 
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(2) It 4 Is the category of (auLUplicatlv*) groiip and T 
again the forget functor then every free cycXic group (i«e. Isomozv. 
phlc to the additive group of the int^ers) i s a representing object. 
Proposition 3.3.(1) J^-^ ( ^ . Ab) carries right exact sequences 
into l e f t exact sequences. ([2.o] p.112). 
3.6 RaflecUons and Ad.1oint functors 
Definition 3.6.(1) C[2,o] p,79) » i*et \g be a sub-category of ^ and 
3 be an object of ^ • The reflection of B in ^ ( i f i t exists) i s 
an object B£ l^ ^ which ^'best approximates" B via a toap B—> B. 
More precisely, for any A e*^ and map B—> A there i s a unique 
oap B —> A such that 
< ! 
A C<Miiaute6 
If every object i n ^ has a reflection in ^^ ^ we say that ^- is a 
reflective sub-category. 
Definitiqa 3.6.(2) : If ^ i s a reflective stdJ category of category 
2^ th«ni we c^tain a functor R t^ > ^ which assigns to each 
object B € £) a reflection in "(^ , thtti R i s called a reflector. 
Remarks 3 .6 . (1) . If we consider R to be a functor from ^ to g 
we obtain a natural transfox^aation from the identity furx^tor on^ 
to R. This transformation establishes a natural equivalence from 
LRCfl). A]^ to Ifl.Aj^ for al l B €2^ and A ^  •^. 
(2) If )^ i s a full sub category th«i the inclusion functor of 
^ followed by the reflector i s naturally equivalent to the iden-
t i ty on ^g. 
(3) Th« dual notion of reflection i s cor»floction, 
|.-y;H p^|aff h^A^) ^ ^ category of abelian groi«)8 is the reflective 
sub categoxy of tina catdgozy of a l l groups* 
(2) Xhe category of torsion-free groups i s tha reriactivre sub-
groegory of the category of abelian groups. 
(3) The categoxy of torsion groins in the category of abalian 
groins i s an exaniple of a cox^flective suto category. 
Proposition 3.6.(1) Reflections are unique upto iso£aorphi8a([2,o]p.79). 
Definition 3.6.(2) ([2.0] p.80), Let ^ and ^ be two categories and 
S I '^ —> J0 and T i ^ —> g bo covariant functors, we say that 
S i s the l e f t adjoint of T (and T i s the right adjoint of S) i f 
Hoa^^[s(A)» B] and doa JA,T{B)] are naturally equivalent for al l 
•^ ( L P 
AtlS and B € ^ , More foroally, i f there exists a natural equiva-
lence between the two coiaposite functors. 
^ . x 0 - ^ ^ ^ ^ X e -^^^ Sns 
If £ »g >^ and T i^ » g are contravariant functors then 
S and T are adjoint on the l e f t i f How L5(A)» B] i s naturally 
equivalent to Hoa^ ^ CT(B),A] and they are adjoint on the right 
i f Hoaf [B ,S(A)3 IS naturally equivalent to Hoia^[A,T(B)). More 
formally, S and T are adjoint on the l e f t i f there exists a natural 
equivalence betwewi the two functoxns : 
g x ^ - ^ * ^ ^ x ^ -^^^ 3r« 
gxiD >^ x ^ - - ? ^ g x g - i ^ ? » - > 5n8 
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and S and T are adjoint on the right i f there exists a natural 
•quivalenoft between the two functors t 
g x ^ > ^ X ^ "^^  > ^ x ^ ^^^-> Sn» 
Reaarits 3>6(3) If Sj^ , Sg : g, > ,25 are naturally equivalent 
functors, toan (by definition) a functor T igf > ^ i s a right 
adjoint for S^  i f and only i f i t i s an l e f t adjoint for S^ * 
C^ ) A^ *^ ^ ^ i s a right adjoint for i t se l f . 
(5) If r^  igf >(5 and Tg ig, > ^ are right adjoints 
for f^j'g >^ and 82:^ >g, respectively then T^ T^  :g, >'g 
i s a right adjoint for S^^-^t^ >g,. 
C6) If 'g and ^ are additive categories we replace Sns by Ab 
(category of abelicui groMps) and require that the equivalence 
preserve groMp structure* 
(7) The natural equivalence '^  i s called adjunction and denoted 
by 0^  : S » T Cig , ^ ) . 
Sxaaples 3 .6 . (4) . Let T 1^ > Ab be the functor which assigns 
to any grov%> 0 i t s factor coauautacor T(0), and S : Ab >^_ a 
forgetful functors. Than any hoau>inorphi£m from G to an abalian 
groMp, A factors uniquely through ^h9 evidoit aorphisa G > T(G), 
This gives a bijunction 
Hoa [TCG), A] ^Hoa [G»S(A)] 
which asserts that T is left adjoint to tne forgetful functor f s. 
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(?) Let Ri bo ttaa category of rings (always with vmity). If 
we forget the a(iclitioa» we obtain a functor T : Ri >/V| where A{ 
i s the category of monoids. The l e f t adjoint f- » At > Ri assigns 
to ee^h 14 i t s monoid ring Z(i4), in particular* i f M i s a group* 
the ring Z{H) i s the usual group ring over the integers. 
(6) In the category Modj^  of modules over a commutative ring 
R, i t i s fact that a bilinear function f » AxB > C on AxB can 
be interpreted as a linear function on A to the linear function 
on B to C ; in otharwords* there i s a natural equivalence 
Horn [AIS)B,C] *^  Horn [A* Horn [3,C]] 
for fixed B, This asserts that the functor - (9B i s l e f t adjoint 
to Horn [ B , - ] . 
(7; Let V^  bo a reflective sub-categor/ of the categoxy 0 . 
The reflector R i ig >^ i s the lo f t adjoint of the i.icluBion 
functor I I g — > ^ . 
(a) The contravarlant functor Horn [-, A] i^ >-^ i s adjoint 
on the right to i t se l f . 
(9) The sua 9 "^ xfo > % i s loft adjoint to the diagonal 
functor A x^^o > S * ^ ^^ * ^ product 7| t g x ^ > ^ is 
right adjoint to the diagonal functor A I ^ > -^, x Yl^ . 
Proposition 3.6.(2) A functor E I'g > ^ has l e f t adjoint If 
and only i f for each object B, the functor Horn [B,S(A)] i s 
rt^rosantable (as a functor of A). 
Proposition 3.6.(5) : Let (g and-<9 be two categories with finite 
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products and l « t T t^ >Stoe a covariant functor. If T adolts 
a Xaft adjoint than T i s a product preserving functor. 
Mtml^l?^ 3.6,(3) (Adjoint functor in two variablas) 
Lat S t ^»i)- >^ be a covariant functor and l e t T i^ ,g, >)f^  
be a functor contravariant in ^ BOA covariant in g , and l e t 
•^  » Horn LS( 'g , ^ ) ,g , l > Horn [ 1^ ,T(^ .(^^)] 
ba a natural. aquivaXanca. Then 5 is callad the left adjoint of 
T under ^  and T the right adjoint of s under '^  • 
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Introduction i Xne prosent chapter deals the properties of tne 
root8» l imits* projective and Inductive l i m i t s . In tne l a s t sec-
t ion, we have discussed the equivalent cr i t er ia of the complete 
category and some results on I t . 
4,1 Roots of the functors 
Definition 4 ,1 . (1) i»et g> and ^ be categories and F : g >^ 
a functor. Xhe l e f t root ( I f I t exists) of F I s a constant functor 
L, i g > ^ together with a natural transformation L > F, 
such that for any constant functor K :|5 >-0 and transformation 
K > F there ex i s t s a unique transformation K > L such that 
K—> L —» F • K—> F 
Remarit ,4 .1 . (1) Constant functor Into^ Q^ are In one to one corres-
pondence with the objects of ^ and the natural transfoznaatlon 
between constant functors are In (me to one correspondence with 
morpolsas o£^ • If we use L to represent both the constant 
functor and I t s unique value, we get that natural transformation 
L—> F i s a co l lect ion of morphlsm (L—> F v c ) / c e ^ } such that 
for any morphism at : c —> c' In Jj , the diagram 
^ r | P ( c ) 
i-<r F(a) 
F(c' ) commutes. 
definition 4.1.(1)^ The right root of a functor F tg >^ is 
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a constant functor R i )^ >£) together with a natural trans-
formation F—> R 8J0h that for any constant functor K i g >^ 
and natuz<al transforotatlon F > K» there ex i s t s a uniqje trans-
fonoatlon R—> ti soch that 
-> R ^ K ^ K 
Reaartc 4.1,(1^ I f we denote the constant functor and i t s unique 
value by R» then transfortaatIon F —> R can be denoted by the 
faaily of aorphlsia {F(c)—> R c 6 ^ } such that for any oor-




Definition 4.1.(^) A fatally of aorphisois ( X—> n c ) / c £ g } 
such that for any morphlsoi JL : c — > c' In V^  , the diagram 
^ ^ F ( c ) 
X < ^ F(a) 
^ ^ P ( c ^ ) 
commutest Is cal led a l e f t compatible-family for funcr or F. 
Definition k,Uizf A family of morphlsms (F(c) > x/c e g , } 
I s cal led a right compatible-family for F, I f for every morphlsm 
«» t c —> c' In ^ , the diagram 
F(c> 
F(-X) 
F(c' ) commutes. 
so 
We can also define the roots of a fonctor in terms of coa^atible 
faoi ly as follows t 
Definition 4 , l« i3j Let F s g > ^ be a functor. An object i. 
l a ca tegory^ tagether with a l e f t compatible family [L—> F(c) / 
c £ . ^ } for functor F I s called a l e f t root of the functor, i f 
for ^fifar/ compatible family (X—> F ( c ) / c € | 5 ) ^^^ »^ ^i^^^ ex i s t s 
a unique morphism '>! t X—> L such that 
X—*-> L—> F(c) . X^ —> F(c) for a i l c f l g . 
Remark 4.1 . (2j A l e f t root of F Is a l e f t c<»&patlble family through 
which every other left-compatible family uniquely factors. 
DefialUon 4,1^(3^ Let F i g >^ be a functor. An object Reg) 
together with a right compatible family (F(c) —> R/c e iS } of 
morphisms i s cal led the right root of the funt;tor F, i f for every 
right compatible family {Fi,c) —> X/c 6^^ } .^ or F, there ex i s t s a 
unique morphism I i R—> X such that 
I 
F(c )—> R > X . F(c>—> X for a l l c e)^ 
Proposition 4 ,1 . (1) Roots of the functors are naturally equivalent 
(obvious). ( [ 2 0 ] , p. 76) . 
Proposition 4 .1 . (2) Let g be the category with objects A and 3 
and a family of non-identity morphisa [k. j A—> B/i » 1,2} tnen 
a functor F x g > ^ has l e f t root i f and only i f family of 
morphisms {P(on) j FCA)—> F(a)/ i - 1 ,2} has an equalizer i a ^ . 
In partlcular« equalizer i s a l e f t rook of a certain inclusioa 
functor ( [ 2 0 ] , p. 76) . 
^rooX SMppose furictor F has a l e f t root. Let oiaject I. €£> toge-
ther with a l e f t corapatible family [L ^ > F(A) and L ^ > P(B)} 
i s a l e f t root of F. This implies for every integer i * 1, 2i tne 
diagram 
coamates 
i , e . FCa^ )Uj^  - Ug • F{st^)ix^. 
Sqppose there i s a aorphis^ f iX—> F(A) i n ^ such that 
«> there e x i s t s a unique (aorpnism '^ % X—> L such that 
X - ^ L — ^ F(A) - X — ^ HA.) 
m> Uj^ i L—> FCA) i s an equaliser of H^x) and F(«2) 
Conversely, we can show that i f morphisa F(«^) and FC^C )^ have 
equalizer them i t i s a l e f t root of F. 
ProposiUon 4.1.(2)* A functor f : g >£ has right root i f f 
family of morpW.8ffls {F(aii) i F(A)—> F(B)/i « 1 , 2 in g } has 
an coequalizer i n ^ . 
ProP08iti<»i 4.1.(3J i-et ^ be a discrete category with the objects 
A and B. Then a functor F » ^ > ^ has l e f t root i f and only i f 
^ has a product of F{A) and h\B). ( [ 2 0 ] , p. 76) , 
Proof t SMppose F has a l e f t root. Let object P €^ together wich 
Pi Po 
l e f t cofijpatibie family (P — * ^ F(A) and P — ^ FCa)} i s a l a f t 
root of the functor F. 
S2 
Suppose for any objoct X € ^ , tliare i s a family of QorphlBias 
f, f-
(X—*^-> F(A) and X — ^ FiB)} which Is t r i v i a l l y l e f t coay>atible 
for F, implitts thajre ex i s t s a unique aoiphisai in : X-—> P (by 
def". of l « f t root) such that p '^?l • fj^  and Vol " ^2* 
Pi 9y 
rnus, object P toegether with moxphisa {P •** > F(A) and P—^-^ F(B)| 
i s a product of tne object F(Ai and F ( B ; . 
^Follows from the definit ion of the product* 
Proposition A.l«(3) Let g, be a discrete category with the objects 
A and B, Then a functor F tfj- >J^ iias right root i f and only 
i f ^ has a sum of F(A) and FCB)« 
Corollary 4 .1 . (4) The cat^ozy ^ nas products i f f for every d i s -
crete 8Ub«categoxy j ^ » inclusion fiaictor I : ^- >c^ has a l e f t 
root. 
Reaarii 4 .1 , (3) Intersection in a category can eUso be considered 
as a l e f t root. 
Lat {u. : Ai—> A/i^ 1} be a family of sub-objectt^ of an object A 
in categozy^ . we can construct a sub categozy Jg - {(^ *M} of 
the category ^ whose c lass of objects and c lass of morphisaia are 
as follows : 
0 - {A,Al/ie 1} and Af - (I^. i^ , u i / i e I } . 
Proposition 4 .1 . (5) The inclusion functor I : i^ ,' >^ has l e f t 
root i f and only i f the given fa^aily of sub objects has intersec-
tion in ca tegory^ . (L2UJ, p .76) . 
Proof I > Suppose inclusion functor I t Ig >^ has a l e f t 
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root. Let object A^ 'e £) together with l e f t compatible t&ioily 
(u t A^—> A and \i\ i ti > Ai /1^ L) i s a l e f t root of the 
functor X. 
«> for each morpolsm ui : Ai—> A* i € X, the diagram 
comaateB. 
•> u t k—> A fabtors through each ui . 
Now we shall show that u i A*^ —> A i s an intersection of the given 
family of sub objects. 
SMppose there i s a aorphiso f t X—> A which factors through 
•a^h ui , i € X, i . e* for each i ^ X» there ex i s t s a morphisa f^ : X—> Aj 
such that the diagram 
commutes for a l l i £ X. 
-> The family { X ^ ^ A, X ^^-> Ai / i€ X} i s a l e f t compatible 
family for inclusion functor X. 
m> Toere ex is ts a unique morphism ">? i X > A' such that u>y« f. 
-» u I A—> A - intersection (ui t Ai > A/i€. X} • 
-follows from the def init ion of iatearsection. 
Proposition 4 ,1 . (5) Tne inclusion functor X »jj >Z JfMts right 
root i f f the given family of sob objects nas cointersection in 
category 0. 
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i*rotf08ltion 4 .1 . (6) Puil bacK i s a l e f t root of a certain inciu-
6ioii functor* 
Proof I L9t in ; A—> c and oig * ^—^^ ^^ ^'^^ fflorphisjas in 
catogory ^ . Consider the sub catagory Jg » 1(9 »'V} of the 
category ^ whare 
^ - {A.a.C} and Af - ( l^, 1^, I^. x^, x^} 
Lot X I ^ >^ be the inclusion functor from sub category '^^  into 
cattjgory £) • 
S^ppo8e inclusion functor X : IS' > «^  iJas a l e f t root, i-et an 
object P together with l e f t compaUble family (P * > A, P — -^> B, 
P - i - > C} i s a l e f t root of I . Then diagram 
and 
commutes. 
i . e . the diagram 
>l A 
commutes 
Now we snail show that th is diagram (square) i s a pull back diagram 
for a^ and ct^ * 
Suppose for any object X €.^ , tht^ra i s a pair of morphisias f , :X—> A 
and fgi X—> a such that the diagram 
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^•^c cooiQUtas. 
I f we put a,fj^ • ^2^2 * ' " ^ ^ ^  
{ X - % ^ A, X — ^ B, X-^ —> C } U 
-> C, tlian tile faotily of morpnism 
(X *1 > ^-^ * i s l e f t compaUbla for InclJBlcn 
functor I . TlQlB laplleB tnat tnore i s a unique moxphiBm ^ : X^—> P 
such that 
coouautes. 
i . e . the diagram (square) i s a puil back diagram for a^ and j , ^ , 
Propositi<« 4 . i . ( 6 ) Pushout i s a right root of a certain imjlu-
sion functor * 
Proposition 4 . i . ( 7 ) If a category has in f in i t e products and inter -
sections then every small B\£D category has a l a f t rooc >l[l9]» p*2). 
i^ emaa CD t I f a category has f in i t e products and intersection 
then i t has equalizers, 
t \ 
Proof of Juemaa t i-et A > 3 and A—'•—>B be two morphisms. 2fia£-2f 
C I A . « ) 
-> AxB be the morphism whose f i r s t coordinate I s tne identity 
morphism A —^^ -> A and whose second coordinate i s at. Similarly 
l e t A > A x B defined. Tne Intersection of tne two morphisms 
( I A . « ) a . , 3 ) 
A" > A3ca and A—^ * > AxB ^nhen considered as a sub object of 
A i s the equalizer of a and 3. 
i^ aama (2) t L£ a cato^ozv has equalizers, i n f i n i t e products and 
intersect ions , then i t has a l e f t root. 
Proof of Leaaa : i*et ^ ' be a saal l category, P tne product of a l l 
i t s objects. For every (A^ '^ > A^) ^ g ' we l e t K^  > P be the 
equalizer of tne two morphisas P > A^-^^ Ag and P- > A ,^. 
Let R-—> P be tne intersect ion of (K^—^ *'^a£K''* ^®" ^* ^* 
easy to verify that [R- > P — ^ A' I ^ ' ^ ^ ' i s a l e f t root of ^'. 
Proposition 4,1 , (7) I f a category has in f in i t e sua and cointer-
sections then every s^oall sub category has a right root. 
4,2 Construction of Roots 
The dassicaU. construction of l e f t roots i s as follows : 
(1) Given a functor F t^ > ^ s in to the category of s e t s , 
consider the product P • TT F(c) and Let L c P be the sub set of 
a l l elements x e p sjch that for each c~^c'e'(^ , [P --2-> pcc ) 
^**^ > F(c')](x) » [ P - ^ F(c ' ) ] (x ) , L i s the l e f t root of F. 
(2) Given F: <g >^ , g small, l e t P - JT F(C ) . For 
each c -^d , l e t K« —> P be the equalizer of P - ^ F{c ) 
^^ "^  > F(C' ) and P - ^ FCC ) , The intersection cf a l l such 
equalizers i s the l e f t root of F, 
But we do not xnow yet that we have intersect ion. On the 
otherhand, we do not need the intersection of Just any odd faoiily 
of sub objects, but only of fao i l i e s of equalizers and such inter-
sections may be constructed as follows ; 
Let ((P —*^^ Ai and P > -^  > Ai)}^^ ^ be a faaiily of pairs of 
iaorphisms. Tha ttqualizer of tne two morphism P- " > TT Ai and 
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P — ^ T^A^ where P — ^ TT^k^—^ A^  • a^ ^ and P - — > / T ^ A^^ - ^ Ai 
• fil l 8 trie i n t e r s ec t i on of the family (Ker ( a t - -^l^^ie £• 
(3) Given any constant functor K i ^ > ^ and transformation 
K —> Ft we may t e s t whether K i s a l e f t root of F by applying a l l 
the functors of the form LAt->]* For..^ an add i t ive category, we 
aay replace S with 4 and obtain the same stateuients. 
Remarks 4 .2 . (1) A functor from a catagory i^with dqual izar and 
product) i s l e f t - roo t -p resa rv ing i f f i t preserves equal izers and 
products . A s l i g h t modification gives tha t a category with equa-
l i z e r s and f i n i t e products possesses l e f t roots for every functor 
from a f i n i t e domain* as i s the case with abel ian ca t egor i e s . 
( 2 ) . In tne case of abel ian ca t egor i e s , a functor i s f i n l t e -
1 e f t - roo t preserying i f f i t i s l e f t exact . 
Proposit ion 4 .2 . CD i-et ^ be any category and A e^ig, . The SMC-
t o r L A , - ] t ^ > Bns c a r r i e s l e f t ( r i g h t ) roots in t o l e f t 
C r igh t ) roo t s . 
Proposit ion 4«2.(2) Let ^ be any category and A e "i^ . Tne functor 
l-»AJ « ^ - > Sne c a r r i e s r igh t roots i n to l e f t r o o t s . 
Proposit ion 4 .2 . (3) I f ^ i s a category liaving eqoal izsrs and 
products , then wery functor i n to ' g from a small category has a 
l e f t roo t . ( [ 2 0 j , p . 77) . 
4.3 DiaRrmms and uimits 
Definit ion 4 .3 . (1) A diagram sctieme £ i s a t r i p l e (l ,M,d) wnere I 
i s a s e t whose elements a re ca l led v e r t i c e s , il i s a eat whose 
elements are ca l led arrows and d i s a function from iA t o Lxl. Li 
^ 
ffl€M and d(m) a Cl>J)> than we say i the origin of n^ and J tcvs 
extreni"^. 
Jef in i t ioo S.5»(2) A diagram in a category ^ over the scheme £ 
i s a function 0 which assigns to each vertex i e I an object D^e"^ 
and to eacn arrow ta witn origin i and extremity J amorpnism 
D(m)£ [ Q L , O J ] . If £ axui. iA are f in i t e sets then we say t a f in i te 
scheate and 0 a f in i t e diagram. ( [ ^ ] * p. A2). 
Raaarics 4.3* ( l i Let iL, '^] denote tne c iass of a l i diagrams i n ' g , 
over £. We maice th i s in to a category by defining a morphisin f 
from diagram D to diagram D' as a family of morphisms (fitOi > ^^ i€ j 
in ^ such that for each men with d(m) • ( i , J ) we have fjD(mj • 
o'(m)fj. Coo^)08iU.on i s defined by (gf)j^ » gj^ fj^  i s dearly aspocia-
t ive and 1^ i s given by the relation CIQ)^^ - I Q . . 
(2) A^ coanposite arrow in £ i s a f i n i t e sequence c » ^'''o-l •*• 
m^m^, of arrows such that the origin of m^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ® extremity of 
m^^ for 1 < k < p-1 . The length of the composite arrow c i s p. 
XVie origin of m, i s cal led the origin o f c ^ and the extremity of 
m i s cal led tne extremity of C . I f b • ^^s^-l •*• " A ^ ^ 
a - m„m„ , • . . m„ m^„ , , we write C • ab. If D i s a diagram p p—1 s*-^ s»-X' 
over £ we def ine D^c ) n D(mp) D(m j^ ) . . . i^ioL^) O(mj^). 
(3) Let Z « (I,M,d) and z' « (I t^ '^  *d' ) be two diagram schemes. 
nve define tne product-scheme Z x s'as thQ scheme whose vertex set 
i s ITU' and whose arrow set i s (i^iil') U (1x4') . An arrow of the 
form (m,i ' ) has origin ( i , i ' ) and extreaity (J^i" j where d(m; » ( i , J ) . 
Similarly an arrow of trie form Ci,m^) has origin Ci , i ' ) and extremity 
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( i , j ' ) where d'(m') « ( l , J ) . I f £, z' and 2 ' are any tnree 
schemest then we i:iave an isooorplUea between (£ x £ ) x £'and 
Z X ( E ' X Z")t i«e« a one to one correspondence between their ver-
t i ce s and arrows which preeerv^es origins and extreiaitie». 
Definition 4 .3 . (3) I f 0 i s a diagram in <g over scheme Z » (I,54.d) 
we say a faoaily of morpiaisais (X—* ^l^iei ® compatible faniiy for 
D i f for avexy arrow me M tne diagnwa 
* i ^ ^ 
'3 
« r ^ i s commutative 
DefiniUon 4 .3 . (4) The fa^iily { X — ^ '^i^ttl °^ oorpftlsas i n ^ 
i s cal led a l imi t for the diagram J i f i t i s compatible, and i f 
for every compatible family { Y > Pllj^ej tt»«re i s a unique 
aorphism "y] j t—> X such that for each i £ I we have Y 7 > X 
—*^ Di « Y — ^ ^ Di. I f { Y — ^ Di}^^ ^ i s a lso a l i a i t for 
0, then n^ t Y—> X i s an iscMUorphism. Dually, we can define 
cocompatible family and col imit . 
a, 
Proposition 4.3 . (1) I f (X — ^ ^^le . i i s a l imit for D and i f 
'^  « Y—> X i s an isomoxphlsm then {Y^f-> X —^^ -> Di)^^^ i s a 
l imi t for D. CL4aj, p. 44;. 
Proposition 4 .3 . (4) Let ri : D —>^  D' be an isomorphism in [£, \g ] 
(that i s , for eacn i , ^i i Di > Di i s an isomorphlsua in ^7 ) . 
I f {X — ^ Di} i s a l imit for D, then { X — ^ D i - f - > Di}^^^ i s a 
l imit for D." ( L ^ j , p. 44). 
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Prooosition 4,3.(3J Let 0 be a diagram over a echetae 2 which i s 
such that no vertex i s the extremity of a l l arrows and l e t 
u i P —> ^ be as defined as follows : 
Define P - 7T ^i and l e t p, : P—> Di denote the i t h projection, 
i€I J-
also for me. M l e t o^ x F — > P denote the mth projection Let 
|i t B —* P^ be defined as follows. If me ¥i and d(m) « (J,lc) then 
for i ft k l e t p^ Qjjj f^ * 9^ and l e t fi^<i^ p - D(a; p j . 
Then u i s a iaonootorpnism. Furthermore, l e t t ing i^ : P —> i/^ be 
the diagonal morphism, i f the diagram. 
Y 
i s a pull back ( intersect ion, then a l imi t for 0 ie given by tne 
family {Pj^ }^j^ ££» T*^ ^ 1-f i ^ ^ ^ products arid f in i t e intersections 
then g h a s a l imi t . 
Conversely, i f {y^ t L—> Di} i s a l imi t for J and i f y : L—> P 
i s the morpnism induced by this faiolly, then replacing each of A 
and |i by y in the diagram ® we obtain a pull back diagram. ( L ' * 3 ] , P . 4 3 
Proof I We f i r s t prove that |ui i s a aonooiorphi&m. Sjppose that 
px • p3. For i€. I we choose an arrow m which does not tiave extre-
mity i , th«nt we have 
Pi* - PiSl^^ " Pi^f^ * ^i^ 
and since this can be done for each i £ I we must have at « 3. There 
for« u i s a monomorphism. 
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Next we show tJnat A • ^. Again given i € X l e t m be an arrow which 
does not have extremity i . Then 
Pl^ • ^iSnH^ " ^L%^^ ' Pi^ * and 80 A « ji. 
Now we show tiiat {Pi^}« ^ r i s a compatible fatnily. Consider an 
arrow m^M with d(m) > (J(k)« Then 
D(a»)pj S • P k ^ l ^ * P k V ^ " ^kf' " ^k^ ®^ required. 
Finally* we sriow tnat iPj^^}, ^ ^ i s tae l i a i t . Let (f^ :^ X > ^i^ifci 
be a compatible family. Then we have an iiviuced morpnism fzX—> P. 
For m&M with dCmj « (Jfk) we riave for 1 ^ k 
»i%, \^^ ' ^i^ - ^ i S a ^ 
and for 1 • k» using the fact that tne faai iy i s compatible. 
Therefore Af a juf and so tnare i s a unique oiorpnlsm f i- X—> i. 
such that Af^a f, or in otherwords* such that p.A f 'a f i for a l l 
i e X. This shows that (Pi^lier ^^ ^^^ l imi t for D. 
Conversely assume that {7.1 L, > Oi} i s tne l imi t and 
replace A and ji by the induced morpnism 7 : L > «* in (*;. Then 
as we proved for f above we have A*? « JJI-?. Now i f f : X > P and 
g I X > P are such tnat |uf - Ag, then replacing A and P b/ f and 
g respectively in tne above* we see that f 3 g and tnat {P | f } .^ , 
i s a compatible family. Consequently i t follows from the def ini -
t ion of l imi t that tnc>re i s a unique morphism f': X-—> u sjch 
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tiiat rt' • f. This snows that the diagram i s a pulX back. 
Corollary 4.3.C^) SMppose tnat g^ i s eittier additive or noraal 
T h e n ^ Has l imi t i f and only i f I t has icemeis and products. 
Corollary 4 . j . (^) A category has f i n i t e l imi t i f and only i f i t 
has f in i t e intersections and f in i t e prod acts* 
Corollary 4 . j . ( 6 ) A category i s abeiian i f and only i f i t has 
f in i t e l imi t and f in i t e colimit and i s normal and conormal. 
DefiniUon 4.3 . (5) Ci4aJ, p.47). Let I be a directed sat and 
Cttisider the diagraai scneme whose se t of vert ices i s i and wnich 
nas precisely one arrow froia i to J i f i v$ J and no arjrow from 
i to J otherwise. 
A commutative diagram J in i^ over to is rcheiie i s called a direct-
system in ^ over I . Commutativity of the diagram requires tnat 
i f i 4 J then there i s only one laorpoism from Di to Oj in tne 
diagram aund so there i s no ambiguity in denotine^ i t by a. .. Tnen 
we must have ^^^ sx j^ • vt.^ for 1 -i J ^ Ic and it.^ « 1~ for a l l i £ l . 
The colimit (Di > ^*^ i Jfor 0 i s cal led the d irect - l imit for D 
and the object u i s denotedbby lim ^Qt. The above direct system 
i:> wi l l be denoted by (Di, ^^i^i and tne l imi t morpnisa Di-—> L 
wil l be denoted by a i . CL4d], p. 47). 
Remark 4 .3 . (4) i i Di « A for a l l i € I and ot^ j * 1^ whenevar i >$ J, 
then ( 1 . : A > ^l^^x le tiis diract i i ad t of D, 
Definition 4.3 . (o) An inverse systeji in ^ over I i s a system of 
objects and a3>or<phisms whicr* i s a direct syste^a i-i ^^ • i^nce an 
inverse system i s a family of objects {iH}«£r and a faaily of 
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3 nave morpnlsas {'***'» Oj—> ^tii 4 j ®**^ '^  * ^ ^ *^^ '* i ^^  J ^ K w 
*i.1 *lk • *ik "^** * i i ' ^Ih ^^^ ^^^ i^ I. In this case tne liaait 
i s called the inverse-l imit of D and i s denoted by lim Di. Ct^],p.*«8) 
i>rooo8itioa 4 , 3 . ( 7 / I f ^ has prodjct a n d ^ i s arbitraryt then 
T : ^ , " > ^ i s l iudt preserving i f and <»iiy i f i t preserves 
pz*oajct8 and f i n i t e intersect ions. (L^J» p* 3**}» 
Corollary 4 ,3 . (3) i#at |^ be a category with products and^ be 
any categozy. Then the functor T : ^ >^ i s l imit preserving 
i f and only i f i t preserves products and aq'jalizers, C t ^ ] . P»55). 
Corollary 4 .3 . (9) I f ^ i s a normal category with products, than 
r t'^ > ^ i s l imi t preserving i f and only i f i t praserves 
products and kernels. 
Propositioa 4.3,(10) Let g be an additive category with f in i te 
products and l e t ^ be an additive category. Than r :g^ >,^ 
preserves f in i t e products i f and only i f i t i s additive ( [4a,p .55) . 
Corollary 4,3.(11) Let ^ be an adl i t ive category witn f in i te 
products and l e t ^ be an adi i t ive category. Then r :^1,- >^ 
preserves l imi t s of f i n i t e diagrams i f and oray i f T i s icamel 
preserving and additive, 
4.4 inductive and Projective U.mits 
pefinition 4.4 . (1} ( f l l j . p.51) . ^et g and ^ be two categories 
and F ; g >^ a covariant functor, A projective l imi t of F i s 
an object A of the c a t e g o r y ^ together with morphisms u, :A »F^ .X) 
defined for each objact X of tne category g such that u^ e follow-
ing two conditions are sat i s f ied : 
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( i ) For any aorphisa <x i X—> f in the category ^: . tne diagram 
FCX; 
F ( i ) A 
—* 
F{{) i s commuta&ive. 
( i i ) If B i s an object of tne category ^ and v^: B—> F(X) 
are morphisas defined for eacn object X of tae category <g SJC 
Ciiat tiM diagraa* 
V, 
i8 coouautative for any taorphism a i X—> Y in tne category ^ 





i s coQUkutative for any object X of tne category ^ . 
Duaily, 
i)?finition i*,k.{lf An inductive l iniit of F i s an object A of the 
category ^ together with tne morphisms u.i F(X) > 
for eacn object X of toe category g^ such that 
(i)"" For any aorphiso a i X - ^ f in ^^ w, i^ve u^ , ^p^^^^ 
iuf I f B i s an object i n 0 and v^ : f(X;—> s are laorpnisias 
defined for eacn object X of g such that v^ , v^ P(,) for any 
aoxphiso. a : x - ^ y 1« ^ than there exists a unique .orphi s . 
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V t A > a such tnat v, « vUj^  for any object X of IJ, . 
Xiie aotione of projective and Inductive l imit for contravariant 
functors are defined likewise* 
axaaiit>le8 4 ,4 , (1) ( [ ! ! ]» p.52) Let ' g be an arbitrary category, 
M an arbitrary se t and {Aijj^^ j^ be a faoiily of objects of ^ , 
Consider tne category / ) defined as follows : 
The objects of ^ are toe elements of M and for any pair i»J^= M, 
iiffa ^ ( i t j ) i s the set consisting of a sixigle element 1. i f i > J, 
otherwise void s e t . Let P i^ > ^ be the functor defined by 
FU) • Ai, i^ M. I f the object A of g i s a product oiT the family 
{Ai}.^ M **^ *'^  A i s a projective l imi t of tne functor F and conver-
se ly . I f A i s the sum of the fauiily {AI}^^ ^ then A i s an inductive 
l imi t of the fjnctor F and conversely. 
{i) Let "^^hm axi arbitrary category and Uj^ , u^ » A > B be two 
morphisms in |^ . Consider tne category ^ which has two oojects 
X,y and two oioxphisms v^, v^ » X > f. 
Let F :^ > "g be the functor defined by F(X) - A, F(Y; - B, 
FCV.) - U. ( i • 1 ,2 ) . Then, i f tae object K of g, i s a Kernel of 
the pair of morphisms u. , U2 then K i s a projectve l imit of the 
functor F and conversely. I f K i s a coicar of the pair of morphisms 
u, , U2t than K i s an inductive l imit of tne functor F and vonversely. 
(3 ) . Let ^ b e an arbitrary category and \x^ i A > B, U2 :C—>fl 
be two morphisms in V^  . Consider the category^ which has tnree 
objects X.»/»Z and two morphisms, v, : X > f, Vp : Z-—> f. 
Let F : ^ > ^ be the functor defined by F(X) » A, F( 0 := B, 
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¥i,Z) m C, ?(v.) - u^ (1 » 1 ,2; . I f tne object D i s a poll back 
of A and C with respect to a, tti&n D i s a projective l itait of the 
functor F and conversely. 
Slsiilarly, there ex i s t s a description of the notion of a poshout. 
t*,roposition ^.4.(1) Let i^ be a category. In order that ev^ry 
functor from a small category to ^ have a projective i iai i t i t i s 
nticessary and suff ic ient that t^ be a category with in f in i t e pro-
ducts and that any pair of laorphLsms in '1^ have a kernel (L -^^ ] »P*^^^* 
**rDOf I The necessity Is iamediate in view of examples 4, :J.(i; and 
(2; above. To prove the sufficiency, l e t F : ^ >^ be a func-
tor* where ^ i s a small category* Let P be che prodjct of the 
objects F(X) where X rjos through the se t of objects of^ and 
l e t p, : P—> F{X) be the cononical proJ<x;tions, Finally, l e t 0 
be the product of tne objects F(/) where we take a copy of F^f) 
for each morphism x : X > f of the category^ and l e t q^  : C—> 
Fix) be tne canonical projections. Consider the aorpnisos 
F(ji> p^ » e > Fit) defined for each { and each x : X—> f. 
There exis ts a unique morpnism Y such that a l l the diagrams 
(1) 
F(a) 
are commutative. On tne otner nand, consider the aoxphisms 
p2 « P —> F( X) defined also for each Y and each 01 : X ^ f. 
There ex i s t s a unique moxphism r" such that a l l the diagrams 
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(2 ) 
areccomfflutative. i«ec A togeti .er witn tiie niorpnlsm s.» A > t* ba 
the Hernei of tne p a i r of morpiitsias ( r , r ')« ^e a s s e r t t h a t A 
together with the inorphisas u, * p , s : A > F(X) defined for each 
object X of ^ i s a p ro jec t ive iiaiiit of tne functor F. 
For, any given JL t X > / , we laay w r i t e , by tne ccwamutative 
diagram ( i ; and (2) : 
F(ji) u^ • F(at)p,s m c^r s m qi^r'B » p2S " ^2' 
Furthernore* assuae there i s given an object B of ^ togetner with 
iBorphisaw v^i B—> F(X) defined for each ob j jc t X of ^ , such 
tha t tne diagram 
Vn 
i s commatative for any 2 t X—> Y, Then there ex i s t s a unique 
fflorphisffl t : B—> P such tha t p, t « v, for any X we ma/ wri te for 
any j , t X—> Y 
and 
(^ r t ^ FCi) pj^t • F(a) Vj^  « Vg 
q^ r ' t - P2t - v^. 
i3y the def in i t ion of tne product, we have r t m r ^ t , according to 
tbe def in i t ion of tne kamei of a p a i r of aorpoisias, there exists 
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a uoique aiorpiiisa v t B—> A sjcn that sv <• t . 
iisaGe tuv - PjSV • pj^ t « Vj^  for axy X I n ^ and the proof i s 
complete. 
Ojaiiy, 
t>roposition 4,4 . (1) Let ^ be a category. In order that avery 
functor from a soiaJLl category to ) ^ have an Inducti/e H a l t i c i s 
necessary and suff ic ient that '^ be a category witn in f in i t e soois 
and any pair of morphisots in ^ have a cokernel. 
Corollary 4 ,4 , (2) iVery functor froaa a s-aall category into each 
of the categories Snsi Top, ^ , Ab and ^ o d has a projective l imi t 
and an inductive l imi t . ([11]» p.^6). 
PrOiDOSition 4 .4 . (3) Let ^ be an arbitrary category and A an 
object of ^ . Then the functor [A,-] : ^ > ISns pr^sarves 
projective l imi t s of the functors from any category. ( [ 1 1 ] , p.57). 
Proof I Let ^ be a category and ? i^ > jg, a funci^or. Assuae 
that the object B of ^ together with tna morpidsias a, ; a—>F(X) 
defined for each object X of -0 i s a projective l i toit of F. For 
each morpnism a i X-—> Y in ^ J w e have the following commutative, 
diagram 
.-toffl^ , [ A , F ( X ) ] 
(i(MI||A,U^] 
Hom^^  [A,B] Horn LA,F(a)] 
suppose given a set J4 and morphisms f(X) : i4 > --ton^ [A .FCX)] 






i s eoauautatlve. For each aeM, L X ( X ) ] ( B ) I S an eXement of 
torn ^ [ A , F ( X ) ] and from the l a s t diagram we have the diagram 6' 
f(x) 
F(a) 
-> fl i s comoatative. Hence there exists a unique aorphisa v^ ^ : A-
such that Uj^ .Vj^  - Lf(X)J(m) for any X. We define a aoiiphism g:M—> 
Horn [AfflJ by g(m) - v , m£M. We can see that for any object X 
of ^ , aoo LA,Ui]g • f(X; which shows that Hoia L »»BJ togetoer with 
the aorphisouB Horn LA,u,] i s a projective l imit of the functor 
LA.-I.F. 
Dually, 
Firogosition 4 ,4 . (3) Let ^ be an arbitrary category and A an 
object of )J-,. Then the functor [-, A] t^ > Snf« carries induc-
t ive l i o i t of functors from an/ category into projective l imi t s . 
Corollaary 4 .4 . (4) Let ^ be a category and F i V^; > 3np a con-
travariant functor. A necessary coidi t ioa for F to be rapr^san-
table i s that i t carries inductive l i io i ts of functors rrom any 
category into projective l i a i t s . ( [ l l ] » p*d3). 
Corollary 4 .4 . (5) i.et F : ^ > ^ ' b e a covariant functor. A 
necessary condition for F to posses a laf t -adjoint (or right adjoint) 
functor i s that i t preserves projective (or indjctive) l imits of 
IQO 
tha functors from any category. C[ l l ]* p*33}* 
Proposition 4«4,(6) i^at ^ , "g,, ^ be tnree categories scich that 
Punct tfe . :^  J i s a category and l e t F x^ > Fanct [ g , ^ ] be 
a functor. For eacn object A of tiie catagory "^ l e t A^ :^—> j ^ 
be the functor defined by H (^X) - [F(X))^,for any object X of ^ . 
i,et G : "P > it) be a functor sjch that for any object A of K ,^ 
G(A) together with the aorpnisms (^(SCA)-^ *^ A^^ ^ defined for each 
object X of ^ , i s a projective l io i l t of H. and assume that for 
any aorphism JI » A > B in ^^ , tfie folXc^ing diagram i s 
coiaautative; 




under these conditionst G together witn the functorial morprUsms 
Vj^  X G —> F(X> defined by V^^ CA) - Uj^ ^ for each X in ^ and each 
A in ^ , i s a projective liaait of F. C l U ] . p .59} . 
t*roof J Let L : ^ > ^ be a functor atKl l e t rj^: L—> F(X) be 
functorial aorphisms defined for each X in ^ and such that for 
any aoarphtsm |U t X—> f in |> , F(p) r^ - r^. Then we have for 
each X in ^ and each A in "g, a comautative diagram 




r^ CA) ^?(^)](A) , ,4 ( f ) 
Hence, by def*^  of a projective l imi t , we obtain for each object A 
i O i 
of th« category (^ a unique morpftlsm SCA) t L(A) > 0(A) sJCJi 
that VJ^(A).8CA) m Uj^^.sU) « TJ^ CA) for each X i n ^ . I t can be 
seen that 5 i s a functoriai saorpnisia froa Li to G and v-^ s • r-^ 
for each X in>;0 • Hence the conciuaion of the proposition. 
CorolXary 4»4.(7j For every category ^ , tne functor 
T » 1$ > Funct [ g * , iins] 
preserves projective i io i i t s from any category* 
4,5 iSQuivaXent Crlterias of CcxQplete CatoRories 
t*roposition 4.3.C1) For a category ^ » the following are equivalent 
^&) P has a l e f t root 
Cb) y^ has a l imi t 
(c) ¥^ has a projective l i ia i t 
(d) ^ has CPB and terminal objects. 
i:*roof : (a) <=> (b) . I t i s c lear by the proposition 4,1 . (7) with 
i t s leismas and proposition 4 ,3 . (3) with i t s coro l lar ies . 
(a) <=> ( c ) . I t i s obvious by the proposition 4 ,1 . (7) and 4 , 4 , ( 1 ) . 
(a) « = ^ (d) . fly tne proposition 4 ,1 . (7) and rheorea (1) of 
( [ 3 5 ] , p. 203). 
(b) <=^ (c). It can be seen by proposition 4,3.(3) and ^.4.(1; 
^b) <=> (d). By tne proposition 4,3.(3) with its corollaries and 
theorem 1 of ([35], p, 20d), 
(c) <=> (d) . I t i s c lear by the propositiori 4 ,4 . (1) and rheorem 1 
01 CL^5J» p. 203). 
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V * Proposition 4 .5»( l ) For a category Jg , the following are equiva-
lent I 
(aj i^ iias a right root 
Cb) f^  nas a colimit 
(c) jg has an inductive l imi t 
(d) g has GPO and i n i U a l objects 
Definition 4.3 . (IJ A category g i e cal led left~complete. i f for 
every siaall category J^ » every functor F «^- > g has a l e f t 
root. 
In other words, a category (g i s left-complete i f every pair of 
morp^sB^ has an equalizer and every indexed set of objects has 
a product. [ [ 20 ] , p. 26) . 
Definition 4.3 . (1) A category (g i s called right complete, i f 
every functor F x& > § (where^is small) has a right root, 
( [ 6 3 ] , pJ35). 
In otherwords, a categoryi^s right complete i f every pair of 
morphisffls has a coequalizer and every indexed set of objects has 
a sum. 
Definition 4 .3 . (2j A category which i s both l e f t and right complete 
i s cal led complete category. 
axanples 4.3.(1) The category ^ g o^ sets an^ functions i s a 
complete category because of tne following fact : 
Let F \t)- > ^ be any functor where ^ i s a squall category. 
Consider the product P -TT ^ F(D) and L C P be the sub set of a l l 
eiemaits y€.P sucn that for each taorphism a x D-—> D^  in ^ , 
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I f we denote the restr ict ion of p t P—> F(J) on L by L-—> F(D) 
for a l l D £ ^ , then by constrjctioa of L, i t i s c lear that trte 
family {L—> F(D)/0£«^ } i s compatible for F. Uo^ we etiall show 
that i t i s a left>root of F. 
Sctppose {X > F(D)/De^} be any other l e f t caapatible fanaiiy 
for F. This iap l ies t^iere exists a unique laorpnisa '^  : X—> P 
such that 
X - ^ P ~ ^ FCD) - X > FCD) for a l l D£«^  
Xhue for each aorpbism QL i 0 —> Q' in ^ we have 
X 4 ^ P - ^ F(D) ^^^ > FCO') - X > F^D) - ^ ^ ^ F ( D ' > 
- X > F ( D ' ) 
- X > P - ^ F((y) 
i . e . X 4 ^ P - ^ F(0)-?l l i -> F(D') . X 4 ^ P-^^ F ( D ' ; . 
This shows that In (''J ) « L* Therefore we can define a unique 
oiorphisia i : X—> L sucn that 
X - ^ L ' > F(D) . X —> FCD) for a l l D€«0. 
«> F has a l e f t root. 
Dually, we can show that Ene i s a right-complete category. 
(2 ) . The category of topological spaces and continuous functions 
i s a complete category. 
( 3 ; . XJie Categories -^ , Ab, o^ ^^ od and Mod^  are complete categories. 
lOi* 
(4 ) , The catagory of f i n i t e s e t s , category of f in i te abeiian 
groups and catagory of f in i t e iy generated abeiian groivs 
are f i n i t e l y coatpleta. 
Proijosition <»«3«(2) I f an exact category na» in f in i t e products 
then i t i s left-compiei;e ( [ i^ j i p*3). 
Proof I By Prop** 4 .1 , (7) we must verify that an exact category 
with i n f i n i t e products has in f in i t e intersect ion. We consider a 
fa£aily of mononwrphism {A^i—> A}r. For each i € I we deiine 
A—> Ai to be the coHemel of Ai-—> A. Let [ A — > TJ A'I } be 
the aorphisffl defined by tne faai ly (A > Ai l^. liien the kernel 
of A > 7T Ai i s easi ly Bean to be the intersection of (A'I—> A } . 
iex 
Proposition 4,5*(3) I f ^ i s a ie f t -coapiate category and ^ an 
arbitrary category, tnen a functor T x l;^  > ^ ^s a l e f t root 
preserving i f f I preserves products and intersect ions. ( [ 1 9 ] , p*4) 
Proposition 4.5 . (4) I f 'igis an exact le f t -coaplete category^^ 
an arbitrary category, then a functor T : ^  >^ i s l e f t root 
preserving i f f i t i s l e f t exact and preserves the prodixits.C [19] , p . 4 ) . 
Proposition 4 .3 . (5) If ^ i s an eKact catagory, 3 an additive 
category, then a functor r t^- >^ preserves root of f i n i t e 
sub category ( i s f in i t e ly root preserving) i f f i t i s exact and 
additive. ([19J, p. 4) . 
Proposition 4.5.C6) I f a category g , i s f in i t e ly complete, then<g 
nas pull backs. I f g i s complete tiien ^ has intersections and 
products. ( [4d] , p .44) . 
Proof I The l imi t of the diagram 
i05 
A^ ^A 
i s fcfl« pull back. The tncersection of a faiully Ui}|^^j of sob 
objects of A i s given by tha l imi t of the following diagr^n D. 
The seheae of 0 has vertex set IJ(p} where p i s some elecaant not 
in I, and has am arrow from i to p for each i € I . Tnen Oi - At, 
Dp • A« and i f m i s tha arrow frwn i to p we taKe D(m) as the 
inclusion of Ai in A. Finall/» the product of a fauiily of objects 
(Ai l i^ I ^" ^^ l imi t of the diagram 0 over the scheme whose vertex 
set i s I and whose arrow set i s eaipty, defined by Di • Ai for a l l 
i £ I . 
iPropositioo 4 ,5 . (7) I f ^ ' i s a ref lect ive svU> category of g , , taen 
the followihg hold t 
(a ) . The inclusion functor I t "^ >'^ preservres l e f t roots. 
(b) . The ref lector R :*i^  >^ ' preserves right roots ( [20j ,p .30) . 
Proof I ( a ) . Consider any functor F t^ > g' and l e t object L, 
together with l e f t compatible faiaily {L—> F(D)/D€J3 } be I t s 
l e f t root. 
-> family {L—> F(D)/D€J^ } i s also l e f t compatible of toe composite 
functor IF ifi > g . 
Now we wi l l show that tnLs i s a l e f t root for IF. 
Stippose for any object X £ ^ , {X > F(D)/0£^ } be a l e f t compa-
U b l e family for IF. i,et x' together with aorphism X—> \' be 
a ref lect ion of X in 'g,'. 
^ for each morphism X > FCO) tnere ex i s t s a unique aorphlBia 
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X^^ > F(D) such that 
X-—> F(D) • X- > X-—> P(D) 
We consider the faai ly of morphlsm {X^—> F(D)/Dfe^ } . Let 
n : 0—> D' be any saorphlsoi i n ^ , taan we obtain 
X > h\D) - X—> F(D) > ?(D ) 
^ X > FCD') m X > X'—> F(D') - X > X^—> F(D) ^^^ > F(, 0') 
«> the triangle 
Fva) 
•J' 
F\, D ) coasnutes. 
-> The faal ly {x'—> F(D)/D£^ } I s l e f t compaUble for F. 
«> There ex i s t s a unique morphlsm X —> L such that 
x'—> L—> F(D) =1 X^ —^> F(D) for a l l Oe^ 
m> X > X^ —> L > F(D) - X > X-—> F(0) • X > F(0) 
?lnce the mozpnlsm X—> X > L Is unique. Implies that inclusion 
functor preserves tne l e f t roots. 
(b) Let F v^ > I j ®^ *"y functor. Let «n object M together 
with right coapatible family {F(O)-—> M / 0 6 ^ } be a right root 
of F. 
•> For each aorphisoi ct : D—> o'e-S , the triangle 
FCD) 
^Vl CoauDutes 
i 0 7 
RCM) 
RF(D') commutest where R i s the reflector 
•> The famUy lR[F(D)] > R(H)/D£^ } i s right compatible for 
composite functor RF. 
Suppose for any cAJeot ^^"^ , there i s a right coaipatible family 
{BF{D)—> D/DB^ } for RF. 
we consider the family {F(0)—> X/D^^ } where F ( D ) — > x -
FiO) > RF(D) > X. 
m> For any morphiso a i D—> D'^ e^  , the diagram 




F C D ' ; commutes» 
•> The family ( F C D ) — > X/D^^ } i s right compatible for F 
•> There escists a unique morphism 14 —> X sjch tnat 
F(D) > M > X - F(D)-—> X for a l l D€^ . 
•> The diagram 
FtD) > RF(D) 
R(.4) ccwuButes. 
•> there ex i s t s morphism RW > X with required conditionB 
which i s imique by definit ion of ref lect ion. 
loa 
«> object R(M) toget&er with right conpatible faaiily 
{RF(N)—> R(M)/De^ } i s a right root of RF. 
Corollary 4 .5 . (8) R«flactor preserves coequalizars and 8um8.([20] >p.SO; 
Corollary 4 .3 . (9) I f g i s right compatible and g ' i s ful l re f l ec -
t ive sub categoxy of "^ ^ t then ^ i s right complete. ( [20] ,p .30) . 
Proof : Consider a» 3 « A—> B an arbitrary pair of morphisia in* 
g ' c ) ^ . i-et B —> F be a coequalizer of ut and 3 in "g . 
Since ref lector R i ^ > ^ ' preserves tne eoequalizers, 
hence B—> F - coequalizer (ai,3) in g ' . 
Consider any indexed faiaily {Ailj^^j of objects in g ' and l e t 
S « £ At in ^ . Since reflector preserves the sun, hence 
i£I ^ 
s'' - Z Ai in f:^ . 
i e i ^ 
ProoosiUon 4.3.(10) A functor S : ^ > <^  has a l e f t adjoint 
i f and only i f S i s l e f t root preserving and has a ref lect ive sub 
category as an inage. ([20]» p . a i ) . 
i^ For the proof* see [ 6 5 ] , p.1^1). 
Proijosition 4.5.(11) A contravariant functor S : ^^  > £) has 
an adjoint on the right i f and only i f i t carries right roots in 
to l e f t roots and i t s image i s re f lec t ive . ([20]» p. 31), 
Proposition 4.5.(12) A contravariant functor S ; ^ >^ nas 
an adjoint on the l e f t i f and only i f i t carries l e f t roots into 
rignt roots and i t s image i s coref lect ive . ([20]» p . a i ) . 
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Propositioo 4*5. (13) A covariant functor S » g^ > ^ nas a 
rlgnt adjoint If and only If I t i s right root preserving and 
i t s image i s coroflactive* 
Proi)osition 4.5.(14) i f s » g > i ) has a right adjoint 
T t ^ > ig, , than S i s a li<ait presenring monofunctor. ([4aJ,p.67). 
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